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ADRIAN WOLL: FRENCHMAN IN THE MEXICAN
MILITARY SERVICE
By JOSEPH MILTON NANCE*
HIS is a biographical sketch of a rather prominent and
T influential
"soldier of fortune" whose integrity, honesty,
attention to duty, and gentlemanly conduct most Texans of
the days of the Republic respected, even if they disliked the
government he so often represented.
Adrian Won was born a Frenchman on December 2, 1795,
in St. Germain-en-Laye, near Paris, and educated for the
military profession. He served under the First Empire as a
lieutenant of a regiment of lancers of the imperial guard. 1
Since his regiment was composed largely of Poles, won has
sometimes mistakenly been represented as being of Polish
nationality. In 1815 he was captain adjutant major in the
10th Legion of the National Guard of the Seine. 2 Upon the
restoration of the Bourbons in France, won went to New
York, thence to Baltimore, Maryland, with letters of introduction to General Winfield Scott who befriended him and,
no doubt, pointed out to him the wonderful opportunities
offered by the revolutionary disturbances in Mexico to a
young man of energy, skilled in the arts of a soldier. won was
* Department of History, Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas.
1. Diario del Gobierna (Mexico City), Feb. 8, 1843, pp. 218-19.
2. Gustave Vapereau, Dictionnaire Universel des CO'tttemporains Contenant Toutes
les Personnes Notables de la Franee et des Pays Etrangers (Paris: Librairie de L.
Hachette, 1865, 3rd ed.), p. 1849; Miguel Angel Peral, Diccionario Biogrcijico Mexicano
(Mexico, D. F.: Editorial P. A. C., n.d.), 870. Pictures of Wall may be found in Egan
Corti, Maximilian and Charlotte of Mexico (New York: A. Knopf, 1929), 1,150,262;
Vicente Riva Palacio, Mexico a traves de lOB Sigws (Mexico: Publicaciones Herrerias,
c1939), V.
.
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not slow in taking advantage of these opportunities, for on
July 3, 1816, we find him commencing his Mexican military
career at Baltimore as a lieutenant-colonel on the staff of
General Francisco Xavier Mina to aid in the establishment
of Mexican independence. With Mina he disembarked near
the mouth of the Santander River on April 21, 1817, and
assisted in taking possession of Soto la Marina three days
later. Woll escaped Mina's fate in the revolutionary movement and thus began a half century of active participation
in Mexican military and political affairs, adhering from first
to last to the fortunes of General Santa Anna. After the
achievement of Mexican independence, he continued in the
army, became a naturalized citizen of Mexico, and married
Lucinda Vautrey Griggi,3
Commissioned a colonel in the Mexican army in 1828, Woll
served with distinction as an aide-de-camp to Santa Anna in
the siege and capture of Tampico from the Spaniards in 1829.
For bravery displayed on that occasion, he was promoted to
-the rank of brigadier general in 1832 and awarded the Cross
of Tampico. 4 Along with several other officers, he was commissioned by Santa Anna to conduct and place in the hands
of the Supreme Government at Mexico City the flag taken
from the Spaniards. In the same year Woll took part in the
pronunciamiento against President Anastasio Bustamante
which brought General M. G6mez Pedraza to the presidency
of the republic. From Guadalajara he was detached with a
.small, wei I organized force to proceed quickly to Colima,
whose authorities had refused to aid the revolt. At Taxinastla
3. Averiguaci6n sobre el contrabando de 30 bultos de muebles introducidos por
Lucinda. Vautrey Griggi y denunciado por Jesus. Maria de Ibarra, administrador de
rentas de Coahuila, 24 de agosto de 1841, Archivo del Ayuntamiento de Saltillo, expo 86,
leg. 39; Averiguaci6n sobre el contrabando de 30 bultos de muebles introducidos para
venderIos en ]a feria. de Saltillo, por Lucinda Vautrey Griggi, mujer' del general Adrian
Woll, 24.de agosto de 1841, in ibid., leg. 39, carp. 86. 1841. Vito Alessio Robles reports
that Lucinda Vautrey Griggi was the "lover" of General Woll: Robles, Coahuila. y Texas,
1821-1848 (Mexico: Talleres Graficos de La Nadon, 1946), II, 322. John Henry Brown,
the Texas historian, reports that Wall's son was operating a hotel in Mexico City in
1869-70 when he (Brown) was in Mexico. Brown, Hi8tory ot Texas trom 1685 to 1892
(St. Louis: L. E. Daniell, c1893), II, 222n.
4. Heinrich August Pierer, Univer8a/,..Lexikon der Gerg(wgenheit und gegenwaTt
oder Neue8te8 encyclopadi8che8 worterbuch der wi88enochatten, kunote und Gewerbe
(New York: L .. W. Schmidt, 1865), XIX,338.
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Woll defeated Lieutenant Colonel Joaquin Solorzano and entered Colima on November 15, where he freed the prisoners
.and established in office persons loyal to the revolutionary
movement before moving on to Morelia with his troops.5
Woll served as quartermaster general under Santa Anna
during the latter's victorious campaign in 1835 against the
Federalist uprising under the pure-blooded Indian Juan Alvarez in the south and Francisco Garcia in the State of
Zacatecas. As quartermaster of the army in the Texas campaign of 1836 he reached San Antonio de Bexar on March 8 W
and served under General Vicente Filisola, second in com- .
mand of the army. Among the detachments sent out from
San Antonio by Santa Anna after the fall of the Alamo was
one of seven hundred and twenty-five men under Generals
Ramirez y Sesma and Woll to pass through Gonzales to San
Felipe de Austin and thence to Harrisburg and Anahuac.
This force was composed of the battalions of Aldama, Matamoros, and Toluca, supported by two six-pounders and forty
dragoons from the regiment of Dolores. These troops confronted the Texan army under General Sam Houston on the
opposite bank of the Colorado at Beason's Ferry,7 nearly
opposite the site of the present town of Columbus. Arriving
at the Atascosito Pass of the Colorado on April 5 and finding
a part of Ramirez y Sesma's force already across but only
one canoe available for crossing, Santa Anna ordered the
regular battalion of Aldama, under the direction of General
Woll, to construct rafts to facilitate the crossing of the remainder of the army under Filisola's supervision while he
set out with the divisions under Ramirez y Sesma and Tolsa
for San Felipe.
General Filisola made Woll his chief of staff on April 26.
The next day, Erastus (Deaf) Smith reached Filisola's camp
with despatches from President Santa Anria concerning the
latter's capture at San Jacinto. On the following day (April
28) Woll was dispatched to the Texan army as an emissary
5. Peral, Diccionario Biourdfico Mexicano, 870.
6. Robles, Cohuila y Taxa"" 1821-18.1,8, II, 140.
7. Brown, History of Texa"" II, 3.
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under the pretext Qf learning the terms of the armistice, but
-actually for the purpose of gaining information on the
strength, armament, and resources of the enemy.8 He entered the Texan camp on April 30 under a flag of truce and
conferred -freely with the Mexican prisoners; but was retained because, as Santa Anna later reported, the Texans
"feared he would disclose the strength of the conquerors,"
although the Texans tried to claim that he had been retained
in order to protect his life from lawless persons. 9 After a brief
period, the new commander-in-chief of the Texan army, General Thomas J. Rusk, ordered him transferred as a prisoner
to Velasco, where he- was eventually given a passport for his
safe conduct, escorted to Goliad,lO and permitted to return to
Mexico. Woll rejoined the retreating Mexican army on June
12, the day that Filisola resigned his command to General
Juan Jose Andrade, who served as ad interim commander of
the troops until they could be placed under General Jose
Urrea as ordered by the Mexican government. Woll claimed
in 1842 that during the Texas campaign of 1836 he had convinced Santa Anna of the impropriety of the order to shoot
Colonel James W. Fannin and his men, but the order had
departed and could not be recalled. l l
For several years after the Texas revolution, while Santa
Anna lived in quiet seclusion in Mexico, Woll seems to have
played a rather inconspicuous role in Mexican affairs. During
the short-lived "Pastry War" with France in 1838-39, he
sent his resignation as an officer in the Mexican army to
General Santa Anna to avoid the necessity of fighting against
8. Robles, Cohuila y Texas, II, 165; Bancroft, H. H., History of the North Mexican
States and Texas (San Francisco: The History Company, 1889), II, 244, 266-68.
9. Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna, Manifesto Relative to His Operations in the Texas
Campaign and His Capture, translated by Carlos E. Castaneda in The Mexican Side of
The Texas Revolution (Dallas: P. L. Turner, 1928), p. 85; W. C. Binkley (ed.), Cor"
respondence of the Texas Revolution (New York: D. Appleton-Century, 1936), II, 716-17.
10. Thomas J. Rusk to William Strickland, Head Quarters, Texian Army, May 28,
1836, in Binkley (ed.), Correspondence Of the Texan Revolution, II, 716-17; David G.
Burnet to Santa Anna, Velasco, May 20, 1836, in Guerra, Frac. 1, Leg. 1, Ope Mil. Texas,
1836-37, no. 6, Mexico. Seeretaria de Guerra y de Marina. Archivo General (Transcripts,
Archives Division, University of Texas Library).
11. E. W. Winkler (ed.), "The Bexar and Dawson Prisoners-Hutchinson's Diary,"
Quarterly of the Texas State Historical Association, XIII, 296.
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his countrymen,12 but the Government refused to accept it.
Instead, he was permitted to retire from active service during
the war. With the withdrawal of the French, Woll emerged
in the struggle between the Centralists and the Federalists
as an important supporter of the fonner and especially the
Santa Anna group. Late in November 1840, Woll was in New
Orleans to negotiate for military supplies and other items,
some of which possibly became involved in a smuggling operation conducted by his wife at Saltillo.13 He returned to Matamoros early in December' on an American vessel and
thereafter saw service on the northern frontier.
Upon General Mariano Arista's renunciation of the command of the Army of the North, General Isidro Reyes, who
had served as second in command of that army since February 1842, was made commander-in-chief on May 28 of
that year and assumed his command at Saltillo on June 2. 14
At the same time, Woll was appointed second in command
of the Army of the North and Commandant General of the
Department of Coahuila. 'Reyes' command included the departments of Tamaulipas, Nuevo Leon, and Coahuila. As
commander of the Second Division of the northern army,
Woll was ordered to capture San Antonio de Bexar, westernmost outpost of the Republic of Texas, and to make a recon- ,
naissance to the Guadalupe River and down its west bank to
the town of Gonzales. Under no condition 'was his raid into
Texas to last more than a month. Woll's division completed its
crossing of the Rio Grande on August 30, 1842, and the next
day began its march toward San Antonio by a new route
above the old road from Presidio de Rio Grande to San Antonio. San Antonio was captured on September 11 and evac12. Telegraph and Texas Register (Houston), Feb. 13, 1839; Diana del Gobierno
(Mexico City), Feb. 8,1843, pp. 218-19.
13. James Campbell to David G. Burnet, Austin, Dec. 28, 1840, in Domestic Correspondence (Republic of Texas), Texas State Archives; James Love to Anson Jones,
New Orleans, Nov.
in, Anson Jones, Memoranda and Official Correspondence
Relating to the Republic of Texas, Its History and Annexation (New York: D. Appleton
and Co.,
pp.
Averiguacion sobre el contrabando de
bultos de muebles
introducidos para venderlos en Ia feria de Saltillo, por Lucinda Vautrey Griggi, mujer
del general Adrian Woll,
de agosto de
in Archivo del Ayuntamiento de Saltillo,
leg.
carp.
14. El Cosmopolita (Mexico City), June

30, 1840,

1859),

39,

156-57;

86. 1841.

24

30

1841,

25, 1842.
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uated by Woll on the 20th after his repulse in the Battle of
the Salado on the 18th.15 For'his Texas campaign, hailed as a
success in Mexico and as a defeat in Texas, he was decorated
by his government with a Cross 'of Honor and promoted to
the rank of maj or general. 16 ,
When Reyes left his command early in February 1843 to
appear before a court martial in' Mexico City to answer
,charges of failure to prevent the Texans occupying and sacking Laredo and Guerrero the preceding December, Woll was
made commander-in-chief of the Army of the North by Acting President Nicolas Bravo, having previously received that
command ad interim at Guerrero from General Reyes on,
January 31, 1843,17 Having on several previous occasions rejected the command, Woll now accepted it and served as
commander-in-chief untll a revolt led by Jose Joaquin Herrera and General Mariano Paredes y Arrillaga resulted in
the northern army pronouncing for the revolution on December 6, 1844, and arresting Woll,18 one of the staunchest
supporters of the late government under Santa Anna. After
a few months Woll was freed under a general amnesty decree
of May 24, 1845.
,
While serving as commander of the northern frontier,
Woll was designated by his government to represent it in
treating with commissioners appointed by Texas to arrange
the terms of an armistice for the negotiation of a permanent
settlement of differences based upon the proposals made ,to
15. Wall's reports and journal of his campaign in Texas in 1842 were published at
Monterrey under the title of Expcdicion hecha en Tejas por una. parte de la 2. a Division
del Cuerpo de Eger~ito del Norte (Monterrey: Impreso por Francisco Molina, 1842). For
a translation of this work, see Joseph Milton Nance, "Brigadier General Adrian Woll's
Report of His Expedition into Texas in 1842," Southwestern Historical Quarterly.
LVIII, 523-52. For additional information on Woll's capture of San Antonio, see
Diario del Gobierno, Feb. 8 and 9, 1843; Niles' Weelely Register (Baltimore), LXIII,
177"-78; Emmanuel Henri D. Domenech, Histoire du Mexique (Paris: Librairie internationale, 1868), II, 177-78.
.
16. El Cosmopolita, March 11, 1843; Diario del Gobierno, Feb. 8 and 9, May 14,
1843; Niles' Weelely Register, LXIII, 177-78.
17. Adrian WolI, General en gefe del ejercito del Norte, iiI Ministro de la guerra,
Cuartel general en Ciudad Guerrero, Enero 31 de 1843, No. 38, in Diano del Gobierna,
Feb. 17, 1843, p. 254; see also, ibid., March 10, 1843, p, 340.
18. Bancroft, History Of Mexico, V, 276. General Mariano Arista was restored to
the command of the northern army
December 6, 1844.
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Santa Anna by James W. Robinson, who had been captured
by General Woll at Sari. Antonio and was at the time of
making the proposals a prisoner at Perote Castle. After a
conference with Santa Anna, Robinson was appointed a com- .
missioner by the Mexican government to go to Texas to open
negotiations. Houston proclaimed a truce on June 15, 1843,
and iri the Fall both governments selected commissioners to
negotiate. They met at Salinas on the Rio Grande, and on
February 15, 1844, signed an armistice. Finding that the
Texans were negotiating in Washington for annexation to
the United -States and that the Texan commissioners to Mex-.
ico had been instructed to conclude terms and conditions of
. a general armistice, rather than for a permanent peace based
on the Robinson proposals, the Mexican government ordered
the negotiations dropped; and on June 19, 1844, Woll sent
Houston a formal declaration of ~ar, stating that he had
been directed by the President of Mexico to renew hostilities
and that they had .been resumed as of the 11th of the month,19 .
Woll then ordered all communications with Texas to cease
and announced a plan suggesting the most vindictive
warfare.
During the war with the United States, Woll served in
the Mexican army, but with Santa Anna's failyre and enforced withdrawal from Mexico, he, too, left the country in
1847 and lived in Europe for a short period. In 1852 he left
France for Havana, Cuba, preparatory to re-entering Mexico
with Santa Anna, who had grown tired of living in New
Granada. With the latter's return to Mexico on April 1, 1853,
and his installation as President on April 20 with the support
of a 16roup of militarists and clerics, Woll was appointed a
division general and served during 1853 and 1854 as governor
and commandant general of the State of Tamaulipas. 20 His
authority was soon extended over Nuevo Leon and Coahuila
during the revolutionary disturbances, but the rebels almost
19. Adrian Woll to Sam Houston, June 19, 1844, in Gcueto. del Gobierno de Tamaulipo.s (Victoria). July 3, 1844.
20. Richard A. Johnson, "The Mexican Revolution of Ayutla, 1854-1855" (Ph.D.
thesis, Univ. of Texas, 1938), pp. 90-91, 101.
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forced him out. Santa Anna declared himself a dictator on
December 16,1853. The dictatorship, however, soon collapsed
and the wily "Napoleon of the West" once more fled Mexico,
in August 1855. Wo111eft too. '
About three and a half years later, however, Woll returned to cast his lot with the conservative (Centralist) party
under the leadership of President Miguel Miram6n against
the liberal element (Constitutionalists) under Benito Juarez.
Along with several prominent reactionaries (Diaz de la Vega,
ViCtor Blanco, and two sons of Santa Anna), Woll was landed
by a British steamer at Mocambo on March 22, 1859, and
from there repaired to Miram6n's headquarters at Veragra.
, During the ensuing tragic, fanatical Guerra de la Reforma,
Woll commanded a division of troops. He administered a
severe defeat to one of the Liberal leaders, General S. Degoliado, near Leon on August 30, 1859. 21 Woll occupied Zacatecas'in November ,1859 and in May of the following year
defended Guadalajara 22 ,'for General Felix Zuloaga, but the
city would have fallen to the Juarez supporters if Jose L.
Uraga, who was besieging it had not been seriously wounded
in the thigh and taken prisoner in removing the last barricades. 23 The collapse of the Miram6n government, December
24, 1860, and the success of Juarez in establishing himself in
the presidency caused General Woll to seek safety. abroad,
fleeing by ,way-of Matamoros to New Orleans and thence to
France.
Later, in 1862, when the French government of Napoleon
III declared war on the administration of Juarez, .Woll returned to Mexico with the French troops, where, as a result
of the influence of, Juan N. Almonte, he was named commandant general of the State of Vera Cruz. In his efforts to
persuade the French in Mexico to seize Matamoros, A. Superviele, agent of the Southern Confederacy, held several inter21. E. M. Caldwell, "The War of 'La Reforma' in Mexico, 1858:1861" (Ph.D. thesis,
Univ. of Texas, 1935), p. 179;
22. Ibid., 199.
23. Vapereau, Dictionnaire Universel, 3rd ed., 1849; Alberto M, Carreno, Jefes del
Ejercito Mexicano en 1847 (Mexico: Imprenta y Fototipia de 1a Secretaria de Fomento,
1914), pp, 114-16; Bancroft, History of Mexico, V, 773, 781-82.
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views with' General Woll in March 1863 with an eye' to the
future, knowing that Woll stood high in French circles. 24
Woll served also,as one of thirty-five members of the' Junta
Superior de Gobierno,25 formed under French influence, to
choose three citizens to act as the chief executive authority,
pending the establishment of a permanent government. The
Junta was.to select two hundred and fifteen Mexican citizens
to serve as an Asamblea de Notables to decide upon a definitive form of government for Mexico. The Asamblea was
appointed on June 29, 1863, and jointly with the Junta
Superior determined on July 10 upon the establishment of a
monarchy. The executive of three men was now made into a
Regencia del Imperio Mexicano until a sovereign could be
installed. 26 Along with eleven others, Woll was appointed by
the Regency a member of the:qeputation to offer the Mexican
imperial crown to Archduke Ferdinand Maximilian of Austria. He sailed from Vera Cruz on August 16, 1863, going by
way of San Nazario for Trieste, Austria, which he reached
. early in October. 27 On October 3 the Mexican delegation,.
headed by Jose Marfa Gutiei-rez de Estrada, longtime leader
of the monarchists in Mexico then in exile in Europe, offered
the Mexican throne to Maximilian at his beautiful home,
Miramar, near Trieste upon the shores of the Adriatic.
At Miramar Woll was requested by Maximilian to draw
up a project of organization for the armed forces which the
new emperor thought he might have occasion to form. 28 Maximilian officially accepted the crown of Mexico on April 10,
1864, and on the same day appointed a number of high officials, including Woll as adjutant general. Maximilian landed
in Mexico on May 28, and Woll was taken into the inner
circles of the Emperor as an approved warrior and an ex24. J. Fred Rippy, "Mexican Projects of the Confederates," in Southwestern Historical QuarJ;erly, XXII, 305-06.
.
25. Bancroft, History Of Mexico', VI, 78n.4, 104n.7, 138.
26. Ibid., VI, 46n.44, 78n.4, 87, 104n.7, 138; Corti, Maximilian and Charlotte of
Mexiao, I, passim.
27. Percy F. Martin, Maximilian in Mexico: The Story of the French Intervention,
1861-1867 (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1914), p. 125.
28. Ferdinand Max to Napoleon III, Miramar, November,7, 1863, No. 28, in Corti,
Maximilian and Charlotte of Mexico, I, Appendix, Pp. 391-92.
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perienced soldier who knew the country and its outstanding
personalities. He was named chief aide-de-camp29 and promoted to commander in the French order of knighthood, the
Legion of Honor. Maximilian, becoming displeased with Marshal Francois Achille Bazaine, addressed a letter in February
1865 to Napoleon demanding the Marshal's recall from Mexico. This ill-feeling later prompted Maximilian to dispatch
GeneralWoll upon a secret mission to Napoleon. 30 He remained in Europe, because a few months later (January
1866) Napoleon III commenced to withdraw the French
troops from Mexico.
Having worn out his "welcome" in Mexico by aiding and
abetting a foreign power to establish its political system over
his ado'pted land, Woll never returned to Mexico but. continued to live in his native land, where he died in February
1875 at Montauban, in southern France, just north of
Toulouse. 31

29. Martin. Maximilian in Mexico. 157; Bertita Harding (Senora B. Leonarz de
Harding). Phantom Crown: The StOry of Maximilian and Carlota of Mexico (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill Co., c1934), p. 120. The Almanaque Imperial para el ano de 1866
(Mexico: Imp[renta] de J. M. Lara. 1866), p. 10, lists Woll as an Aide-de-Camp to
Maxiniilian with the following honors: "Sr. General de Division D. Adrian Woll. Gran
Olicial de Ia,Orden Imperial de Guadalupe, Gran Cruz de'la orden de San Gregorio
Magno, Gran Cruz de la Orden Imperial de Francisco j DSe de Austria, Comendador de
Ia Orden Imperial de hi. Legion de Honor de ·Francia, Cruces de la primera epoea de Ia
Indepcndencia, de Tejas. de T~mpicoJ en Europa:'
'30. Martin, Maan"milian in Mexico'. 282.
31. Vapereau. Dictionnaire Universe I, 4th ed., II, p. !xviii.

PECOS VALLEY PIONEERS
By FRANCIS G. TRACY, SR.

first heard of the Pecos Valley of New Mexico in 1887.
At that time I had been farming since early in 1885 at
Westbury Station, Long Island, near the east end of what
was called the Hempstead plains, which belonged to the A. T.
Stewart Estate, and 3% miles east of Garden City founded
by Stewart. The present Roosevelt Airport is situated just
north and east of Garden City. The· Meadow Brook Hunt
Club where the internation;:tl polo games are played is on
these plains just a mile west of where I was farming, and I
planted most of the Norway maples lining the driveways
near the old club house. Elliott Roosevelt, a brother of the
president, lived one year on the place while I was farming
there and I knew him quite well.
My cousin, Joseph S. Stevens, spent several years at
Colorado Springs for his health, just as he was coming to his
manhood, and there he met the Eddy Brothers, operating the
Eddy Bissell Cattle Company with ranches near Seven Rivers, New Mexico, and at Salida, Colorado. J. A. Eddy lived
at Salida and C. B. Eddy, the younger brother, lived on the
ranch in New Mexico, with headquarters first on the east
side where the hills begin to close in on the Pecos below its
junction with Seven Rivers, and afterward in the stone house
on the present Guy Reed place in La Huerta. The Eddys
came from northern New York and were old family acquaintances of Bissell,for many years president of the Chemical
National Bank of New York, of which Stevens' father was a
director for more than fifty years. At that time and for many
years this was the strongest and most famous bank in the
United States, with shares quoted at over $2,000 and none
for sale. It occupied a measly little one story building on

I

1. Submitted for publication by Jane M. Gibbs, Publicity Chairman. Historical
Committee, Carlsbad Museum Association, May, 1857, who wrote: "If I have
f~cts
correct. Mr. Tracy, ·Sr. was the first president of the Water Users' Association. was the
first experimenter"with cotton as a practicable crop:'

my
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Broadway opposite the city hall and post office, across from
Park Row, then the newspaper center of the New'World. It
has been content to remain ultra conservative and a close
corporation, and the modern palaces of mass financial production have left it completely behind in the safe harbor of a
peaceful and permanent prosperity.
It was through this connection that young Stevens and
the Eddys came together, and soon became close friends.
They visited each other frequently in Colorado. All three
were bachelors, with no idea of marriage, were pretty good
sports and while by no means dissipated were always ready
for a good time.
It may be of interest here to describe the brothers who
were of almost opposite types in every way. Both were short,
broad shouldered and wiry. J. A. Eddy,' the elder, was a decided blond, almost red-headed, deliberate, conservative, and
cold blooded. C. B., as he was always called, was dark as the
ace of spades, black hair, and piercing black eyes, nervous,
high strung and impetuous, wtih a full resonant voice and
impressive manner, and great personal magnetism, a typical
promoter. He was always keyed up and on the go and drank
quantities of black strong coffee at every meal.
In 1886, as his 21st birthday approached and with it considerable inherited funds, Stevens made his first trip to Halagueno ranch, already impresseq. by the Eddys with the
wonderful possibilities of this undeveloped country, and with
the imaginations of all three' young men inflamed by, the
stirring reports of California's first great real estate and
agricultural boom. Stevens came alone, hired a team at'Pecos
and drove off into the great unknown adventure with high
hopes and great expectations. Between Pecos and Lookout,
which was situated just north of Black River near the line
of the first Pecos Irrigation and Investment Company's main
canal, now abandoned by the government, Shaw Brothers,
big sheep men, had a camp at Screw Bean, miles below the
Delaware, and Stevens passed the first night there. The next
day he .made Lookout, just before dusk, and the then storek,eeper agreed to let him sleep in the store. To his amusement
he was evidently regarded as a suspicious character (why
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not?) and as a condition precedent to being kept for the
night, had to surrender for safe keeping the toy six shooter
which he was rather proudly displaying as his only means of
self defense. He assures me that he nev.er has been able to
decide which of the two occupants of that store passed the
most restful night. In spite of what he felt was really a
compliment to his personality, the thought of what might
occur in case of a miss move by either party was far from
conducive to his calm repose. However, both lived 'till morning and after a somewhat prolonged parting he made the rest
of his way in safety to Halagueno ranch.
, This was then the only habitation between the farming
settlement on Black River and 'the farms along the Seven
Rivers. All else was government land, then subject to several
liberal forms of entry; the homestead of 160 acres maximum,
free at the end of five years residence, except for a filed fee
of $16, and commutable after 18 months upon payment of
$1.25 per acre; the preemption entry of 160 acres, which
could be purchased for $1.25 after 6 months residence; the
timber culture of 160 acres, requiring similar filing fee and
the planting and cultivation of ten acres of timber of any
description for ten years; and the desert entry with a maximum of 640 acres, then requiring neither residence nor cultivation, nor sight of the land before filing, but that water
for irrigation must be provided for, and placed upon each
forty acre tract within three years as viewed and sworn to
by the applicant and two witnesses. Payment of 25 cents per
acre was required at time of filing desert entry and of $1
additional at time of final proof.
Mr. Roberts has already told you how from this meeting
developed the Pecos Valley Land and Ditch Company which
built the first little diversion ditch, starting about three miles
above the site of the present Avalon Dam, and brought water
to the present La Huerta, the town of Eddy and lands as far
south ,as Mrs. Ashcraft's andE. R. Poteet's valley lands for
proving up purposes, a few homesteads and three timber
cultures along the river. This company also bought and
started developing the old Nash ditch, now the Valley Land,
Company's property operated by the Harrouns. It was in
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connection with this lower development that I made my
contact with the Pecos Valley.' '
The quickest, safest and in every way the most satisfactory way for corporation development was through the watering and purchase of desert land patents in 640 acre blocks.
Joe Stevens came east and made the proposition to his father,
an uncle, a close friend, John Adams, another cousin and to
me, to file desert entries upon lands selected and described by
him and upon final proof thereon to deed th~ lands to him and
any party named by him. The con~ideration being that he
would pay all expenses, including the, necessary trip to New
Mexico and return for the whole party who would take the
junket all together. This was a wonderful opportunity for all
of us, none of whom, except his father, had ever been west
of Niagara and all of whom were considered permanent fixtures in New York. We accepted, of course, and filings were
made before a U. S., Land Commissioner in the City Hall
Building, with descriptions furnished upon "information and
belief."
Three years later when proof was necessary in the summer and fall of 1889, the lands were not all ready at the one
time and the party was divided. Stevens' father and I made
the trip last, in November, coming out in November via St.
Louis to Toyah and returning via EI Paso, Las Cruces, Albuquerque; Kansas City and Chicago, where we landed on
Thanksgiving Day in a snow storm, after a most successful,
instructive and enjoyable trip.
The Eddys nearly always went in and.out via Toyah because of the railway hotel and eating house there, as the only
trains passed through one on either side of midnight mid the
hotel at Pecos was a fright
At the time of our arrIval the third incorporation of the
company had already occurred and James J.' Hagerman and
his associates had taken over everything.
G. W. (Boston) Witt, working for the Pecos Irrigation
and Improvement 'Company, and superintendent of construction of the big wooden flume, where the concrete aqueduct
now stands, met. us at Toyah with a hack and four mules and
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we started at break of day for the long drive to the Delaware.
To me, at least, everything was new;· even the air we
breathed was different from any before· experienced, and
well do I remember the smell and taste of the dust in my
nostrils' and mouth that first and many other days during
my early years in the valley-felt again every time I took
a trip east and returned. I don't know if others have that
experience or not. I only know it was most keen then and
upon every return for several years and has now gone entirely for many years past.
Here to me was an entirely different world. The solitude,
the silence, the immensity of space, the brightness of the
sunshine, the limitless vision, the sense of freedom from all
restraint, the immeasurable depth of the sky by day and by
night, the apparent peace, permanence and immutability of
the universe in the absence of man, and the insignificant and
impermanent nature of his wavering trail along which the
mules' feet pounded· and the wheels droned with a monotonous muffled sound, raising a futile and wasteful cloud of
dust, apparently the, only destructive element in the whole
vast panorama, all inevitably made a deep impression upon
one whose whole previous contacts with the universe had
been entirely with and through man and man's handicrafts.
And yet in the foreground there was no softness. The
elementals of, the picture were harsh, stern, resistant, re~
pelling. There was a distinct challenge in the whole aspect
as if nature said, "Here am I in elemental grandeur, ·perrrianent, all sufficient, and wholly self satisfied, and here are you
an insignificant, feeble, transient parasite. What are you
going to do about it?"
The peace and heat and silence of the day were all the
more astounding as just ten days before we had read of a
destructive blizzard sweeping down even across the Texas
line,. with two feet of snow and below zero temperature,
freezing thousands of sheep and a score of herders, several
even in the Pecos Valley; so that we, leaving New York at
the latest possible date had wondered if we should be able
to make the trip in time to protect our desert filings. Yet
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.here was not a trace of snow or surface moisture, and even
the Guadalupes were not snow capped. The air was like the
air of early June in New York.
.
At noon we ate at Shaw's camp at Screw Bean; so called
from the solitary tree which bore a long thin bean, ridged
like a screw. Perhaps our botanists can tell us its proper
scientific name? Shaw told us of losses of 'over 500 sheep and
two herders in the' recent blizzard, and we began to appreciate even more clearly the challenge.
That night we stopped at the ranch house of H. S. Church,
on the north bank of the Delaware, who had just begun the
construction of the dam and ditch which now remains of
what is called the Code ranch, although the original house
and plant were a mile or more upstream from the present
house and cultivated limd.
There was quite a crowd there that night, cowpunchers
and laborers, and everyone was coughing and sneezing or
snoring, so that we remarked that the climate seemed to be
conducive to colds in spite of its' salubrious appearance.
More challenge!
Church, who was a college graduate in mining engineering, and my uncle took to each other immediately and were
soon in a deep discussion of the late Paris exposition, which
my uncle had attended and whicn Church had read so much
about that they seemed to be equally familiar with the
exhibits.
This encounter made a deep impression upon Mr. Stevens,
who referred several times to it later, and was pleased to hear
from Mr. Eddy that he was trying to ,employ Church for the
company.
We made an early start the next morning and arrived at
Eddy's headquarters in La Huerta for a late lunch.
You must remember that at this'time in this part of New
. Mexico there were' neither pasture fences nor drift fences
and, except for old Lookout and a few irrigated acres at Blue
Springs and along Black River, there was then nothing south
of the town of Eddy. Even Willow Lake did not exist, or come
into being until many years later. The main canal was being
constructed,across Hackberry. The wooden flume was being
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constructed and Avalon was only fairly begun. Bradbury
and Company, the contractors, had their headquarters and
commissary on half the block where the Current-Argus now
operates. Pennebaker-Joyce had a frame building and the
only store on the corner of Greene and Canon Streets, facing
east. Bob Armstrong was their bookkeeper. The Company
had a funny little frame building with three rooms, across
Greene Street, South, which was used for their office and the
postoffice; and C. H. McLenathen's real estate and insurance
business.'
The Eddy house was used as residence and hotei and operated by Mrs. B. A. Nymeyer. The original building, enlarged,
still stands as part of Camp Bonito. B. A. was the first sur-veyor and engineer for the Eddys.
The town as a whole stood in thick mesquite brush, the
home of a myriad ofcotton tails, with only the streets grubbed
and dragged smooth with a road scraper, the same machine
being used to run V shaped ditches on both sides of the
streets.
Charles W. Greene, then in Europe selling irrigation
bonds, was already preparing to develop five section of land
as soon as water was available, and to move his family from
St. Louis. His son Charlie was acting. postmaster for C. B.
Eddy. The whole country around Eddy was torn up by the
plow and scarred with the trails of construction teams, and
as we came in that day we had a touch and a taste of a
veritable.sand storm. More challenge!
We were very tired and retired early, as we could spend
only one night and had to make an early start to return next
day. We stayed, of course, with Mr. Eddy, and about nine
o'clock I stepped out of a side door to take a last look at the
wonderful stars, and immediately dropped into an uncompleted pit for a cistern right along side the house. Fortunately loose boarqs had been thrown over it and I caught
myself between the boards and the edge waist deep, and
scrambled out without assistance, but with considerable exertion. I looked at my watch and afterwards at my accident
policy, taken from the ticket agent at St. Louis, and found it
had just expired by ten minutes. Another challenge! I took
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it as an omen and decided to accept, subject to my uncle's
approval.
Next morning we started for the Hagerman Farm, with
E. G; Shields, then register of the Las Cruces Land Office, as
conductor and guide to view our lands and make final proof
on the way back to New York. Shields was as good a booster
as Ec;ldy and a very attractive fellow, quite a little older than
the Eddys. By the time we had seen the work going on at
Scoggin flat, under foremanship of Sam Hughes, and had
seen the actual water in the ditches on our lands, we were
both thoroughly sold to the proposition, and when we started
back to Toyah that afternoon with Shields it was agreed that
I should file a homestead entry at Las Cruces upon land
selected by Shields, and would return within six months to
throw in my lot with the new enterprise.
That night we camped out at sundown, wherever this
might be, and through the night had our first introduction
to the weird chorus of the coyotes, which seems always to
me the voice of the wilderness cynically laughing at its
presumptive invaders.
The next day we spent in EI raso and attended our first
and last bull fight at Juarez-a thoroughly disgusting affair
with little excitement and no risk for the men, but sickening
butchery of the bulls and miserable crow bait horses. We
stopped at the old Hotel Vendome, where the Hussman now
stands, and where the menus started all meals but breakfast
with "Cold Bullion' in Cups," in an ambitious attempt to
impart an international flavor to the food similar to that
imbibed with the drinks, and imparted by the scenery viewed
from "the only internat.ional street railway in the world,"
whose motive power was then a single dilapidated mule to
each forlorn little street car. '
A shabby, dirty, hopeless looking little nondescript town;
but even then due to location full of promise as the future
metropolis of the whole south west, between Fort Worth and
San Diego, and still awaiting the long delayed industrial
civilization of Mexico, before it can completely realize its
birthright.
.
Las Cruces too was of great interest to us. Still almost
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wholly Mexican, without modern improvements; but with
massive adobe buildings, ancient jacals, fruit and shade trees,
elevated acequias, built up by years of sedimentary deposits,
and a general air of leisurely waiting for something to turn
up, and no particular interest and certainly no visible eagerness that it should, -it seemed a fitting finale to this our first
view of this slice of the land of sunshine, with its philosophy
of poco tiempo .and its dreams of manana, in the ages long
conflict between evolution and inertia.
So we returned from whence we came and to the final
parting of all our ways, with much to think about and many
plans to make; but fully determined to accept the desert's
challenge and not to turn back.
Upon my return to Long Island the last of November,
1889, I began preparations for an early departure. This
necessitated an auction of my dairy cattle, horses and farm
implements. The only date open was during the last week in
January. Advertjsing was profuse. New Mexico was as unknown and remote as the wilds of Africa, curiosity was
,aroused; the auction, the expenses and the crowds were
large; but being too· early in the winter, the receipts were
obversely very small, it being clearly apparent that there
could be no reservation. Years afterward I learned that this
auction had made an indelible imprint upon the traditions of
the countryside. On one of my trips to Washington I fell into·
conversation with a young college student returning to his
home on Long Island, who occupied my upper berth, and he
said he had often heard his father speak of conducting that
"wonderful auction of yours."
,
The weather at the time of the auction was none·too good
and with several others I caught what was then called "the
grip," the fore-runner of the flu, and I really think more
appropriately named considering the tenacity of both of
them. I was unable to start west until the end of January. I
then took with me 100 degrees plus temperature, $163.00
cash above travelling expenses, and two black and tan collie
dogs. Never having seen Washington and knowing not that
I should ever return, I took the Baltimore and Ohio midnight
train via Washington to St. Louis, stopping for the full day
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in Washington, and filled with enthusiasm and quinine put
in a strenuous twelve hours seeing as many as possible of the
sights of that beautiful city.'
In contrast to all the sordid materialism, overwhelming
untidiness and poverty, standing back to back and cheek to
jowl with tasteless exhibitions of the worship of wealth in
all our great cities, no thoughtful American can fail to be
moved, uplifted and inspired by the emphasis placed upon
spiritual things in the broad vistas of parks, ,avenues and
streets and the quiet simplicity and faultless taste of most
of the public buildings and statues in our Capital City; so
appropriately named and so appropriately culminating and
centering in that outstanding monument of simplicity, em, blematic of the enduring leadership of Washington and of
the central ideal of the Republic, ever in all things united and
upward :-The American Dream, as James Truslow Adams
puts it.
Knowing there was no Sunday stage' I landed in Pecos
Monday at 2 A.M; The Pecos Hotel gave me a :room just
vacated by someone who had taken the 1 :30 A.M. east. I got
it just as he left it, including a fully loaded insect powder
gun, thoughtfully placed in the full light of an unkempt and
grimy kerosene lamp. Sleep was not too good although I
finally concluded that my predecessor's campaign against
the invaders had been fully effective. The morning was bitterly cold. The stage appeared at sunrise with one other passenger, who had arrived Saturday from EI Paso, ,going to
'Eddy to teach piano playing. I certainly felt sorry for Miss
Ida Woodward, for well I knew there were no pianos in Eddy
nor likely to be for many, many months to come. Miss Woodward found temporary shelter with Mrs. Lucius Anderson
and taught school for two years at Seven Rivers while waiting for those pianos. Like many others of the original settlers
she was no quitter.
The stage blankets and Miss Woodward's wraps were
very thin. Fortunately I was heavily clad and had brought
besides a heavy travelling, blanket in which we wrapped the
lady. Of my two dogs Gypsy was content to ride, but Scamp
ran all the way, and a good m~ny miles further, trying to
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herd every jackrabbit he saw. His instinct for herding was
so strong that he never chased directly after anything, with
one exception, but always tried to round it up. Both he and
the rabbits had a lot of harmless fun until he was completely
exhausted and terribly foot sore. I might say here that the
one exception to the roundup was when he saw a man on
. horse back; he always caught the horse by the tail and swung
in between the hind legs. This habit caused several exciting
moments on Canon Street attended with mixed emotions. I
do not know why he was not shot.
That night we stopped at the stage camp on the south
bank of the Delaware, and I,shared an uneasy cot with a: villainous looking, heavily armed, loudly snoring individual,
one-eyed and calling himself Captain Neville, whom I never
saw or heard of afterwards, and with no regret: About the
middle of the afternoon Tuesday we arrived at Eddy and I
found that W. A. Hawkins, attorney for the various companies, to whose care Mr. Eddy had assigned me, unable to
place me elsewhere, was taking me in to share his bed in the
shack occupied jointly by him and Alonzo Luckey, the companies' auditor and bookkeeper. This two roomed box house
stood on the east side of Canon Street about the south end of
the present Ohnemus garage, conveniently located to the
Courtney Building where J. B. Morris' office now stands, and
to Pennebaker-Joyce's store where Weaver's garage now
stands, and was a couple of lots north of the only chinese restaurant and laundry, which occupied adjacent buildings, and
which were continually changing ownership with the weekly
gambling fortunes of the respective owners.
Two days later I moved into Brown's lodging house just
north of Pennebaker-Joyce's store. This was a long box house
divided into eight compartments on a side, each with an outside entrance. The partitions reached neither the ceiling nor
the floor. The acoustics were excellent. The house was nowhere silent unless completely vacant and then only because
there was none to hear. Being entirely new it was perfectly
clean except for the ever present dust which was nowhere
excluded. The cots were made by Brown himself. They had
neither springs nor mattress, but the foundation, nailed upon
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the frame, was ordinary domestic of the most treacherous
character. No sheets just quilts, or blankets if you furnished
them yourself. Every squeak and every snore, to say nothing
of the conversations, or soliloquies, which were frequent and
emp4atic, reverberated through the house. Don Gilchriest
led a very mixed quartet every night near the northwest
corner till. exhaustion overcame the house. My room was on
the south. The favorite melody was "The Old Oaken Bucket."
Then slumber not silence reigned till dawn, except when
somebody's domestic gave way.
One had only to make some sudden domestically unexpected start or turn, immediately' began a sharp ripping
sound, rapidly accelerating to the climax. There was no escape, for it always began' at the head and usually only the
victim remained unconscious till he struck the floor, shook
the house and· exploded in language, to a subdued chorus of
chuckles. The moment was inopportune for too much exuberance. Life at Brown's was not fully tamed.
A description of the town at this time will be of interest.
On the east side of Canon street beginning with the block
north of the courthouse square, A. A. Hawkins' brick house
was well under construction: It now belongs to Mrs. Irwin.
Captain and Mrs. Mann's house, a two-roomed box construction affair, was the only building on the block east of the
courthouse square, now the rear of the Bujac offices. There
was a tent where the masonic building now stands. In the
next block south there was nothing but a: photographer's
tent. Where the bank now stands was a brick livery stable
built by the town company and operated by Garret and Brent.
Behind this were wooden sheds, a feed lot and corrals running through to Main Street. The rest of that block was occupiedby the camp headquarters of W. G. Bradbury and
Company, contractors for the construction of the irrigation
works. The Eddy House, on Main Street, still stands at the
corner of Green as part of Camp Bonito. It was then run as
a hotel by Mrs. B. A. Nymeyer. In the block south of Bradbury were Hawkins' and Luckey's shack, the restaurant and
laundry. In the northeast corner of the last block in town,
facing east on Main Street, was the adobe school house where
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Miss Edith Ohl, afterwards Mrs. Thomas H. Blackmore,
taught and where all divine services, by every denomination,
were held throughout this year. There were no completed
buildings on Canal Street.
At the south end of Canon Street were a few shacks, a
meat market and a blacksmith shop. On the west side of the
street south of the company office was the Argus building,
one room. North of Brown's lodging house were several small
brick buildings in course of construction, and ·a tent where
the Corner Drug Store now stands. The Eddy Drug Store
(Now McAdoo's) was going up and the Hotel Hagerman,
first unit, in front, at the present Magnolia station, was well
up into the second storey. It was generally understood that
R. H. Pierce, the store keeper at Seven Rivers, would soon
build the present Roberts-Dearborne store building; Edgar
B. Bronson of EI Paso, the present Smith block, R. W. Tansill
the two storey store building, the corner part of the present
Crawford Hotel; and the town company a two storey office.
and bank building now occupied by the Bureau of Reclamation. The noise of the hammer was heard all over town, and.
it is simply impossible to fix the exact time of construction
except for a few of the most important buildings. Cottonwood posts for trees were pretty well set, 15 feet apart on
the ditch lines on Main, Canal and Canon Streets and the two
cross blocks between, but not a leaf or bud had yet appeared.
The stage fare one way to or from Pecos was $10.00. Construction of the railroad did not begin uiltil May. Water was
not turned in to the main canal until October. The election
for county officers and for county seat was set for November
7th.
I found H. S. Church and his wife living at Mrs. Eddy's
while their brick house west of Halagueno Park, now known
as the Osborne residence, was being constructed. Church was
then surveyor for the Pecos Valley Town Co. and La Huerta
Company in which Mr. J. S. Stevens and the Eddy Brothers
had controlling interest. The immediate work in Eddy was
continuing the planting of cottonwoods. At this I worked
four days, one driving stakes for the posthole ·diggers and
three lining them up. Then under E. G. Shields' direction I
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was'put in charge of planting 30 acres of orchard and vineyard in the river valley between where Hitchcock's house
now stands and the hills along the north side of the scho~l
section. The ground had all been cleared and plowed, and
the work was all hand work, building ditches and borders,
using the Mexican check-border system, so as to completely
fill each check with water to hold the sand from blowing.
Using six to eight Mexicans this took me over two months.
My salary was $75.00 per month. The sand storms that year
were very severe, frequently filling ditches and covering
borders and plants, for the whole surrounding area was
plowed ground. The vines and trees came largely from
France and were very tender after the long voyage. My planting was very fortunate, and with few replacements everything was alive and growing when I was sent to Roswell in
the spring. Within a year. everything was dead. Also a large
nursery established by the company about where Hitchcock's
west line is today, under the supervision of Henri Bole, a
skilled French horticulturist, former gardener for Thomas
B. Catron of Santa Fe and brought to Eddy for that purpose
by E. G. Shields. The only water supply for this season was
from the original small Halagueno ditch, which supplied
water for a farm and trees at Mr. Eddy's place in La Huerta,
crossed the river in a small wooden flume west of Rio Vista,
and supplied the town trees and two forty acre farms, one
operated' by George Blankenship, the house located where
Mr. O. O. Stewart now lives, the other by Ed Scoggin, which
Mr. Woodard now owns. This ditch was flumed again across·
Dark Canon and continued on grade at the foot of the hills
west of the river valley as far as E. R. Poteet's place, and in
1890 these lands were plowed up and more cultivation was
undertaken than could possibly be sufficiently watered. As I
said before the sandstorms were terrible that year. They not
only obliterated the smaller ditches and borders, but they
buried the nursery stock, destroyed leaves and even twigs
and the smaller trees and plants and even erased the names
on the labels. The Frenchman became nearly distracted and
had to be sent back to Santa Fe. Of course I had never seen
any such storms before, and very seldom since have I seen
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any to equa'l those of our first few years of struggle to subdue
. the desert. A few examples are necessary to give a proper
understanding of how nature fought not to'be tamed.
One afternoon in the midst of a driving rain the upper
porch roof and all the shingles from the main roof of the
. Hotel Hagerman were ripped off in a jiffey as far back as
the ridge pole paralleling Canon street, and it took all the
wagon sheets from all the stores in town to cover the opening
and partly shed the water. A tremendous wind came up one
night after sundown just as I went into the Chinaman's for
supper. When I came out it was pitch dark and I could hardly
keep my feet. The wind roared so the voice could not be heard
at all, and the air was completely filled with sand and pebbles,
making it difficult to breathe or to stand the punishment. I
could not very well get lost,neither could I be sure of my
directions or my footing. There was nothing to guide me but
the cottonwood posts and the ditches, and both were invisible,
and the former unsafe to touch as they were completely surrounded with ocotillo canes to guard against horses and
cattle. No lights were visible except those close by at the
Chinaman's. I stood a moment or two doubtful how to get
and keep my bearings, when to my astonishment I saw here
and there upon the tops of the cottonwoods an occasional ball
of electric light just for an instant and then vanishing, not
many nor lasting, but sufficiently bright and recurrent to
mark the direction of the street and to guide me until I
reached the lights of the buildings further up the street. I,
have never seen this again, but the favorable conditions were
never repeated for me and the violent storm was, a short one.
I think the worst sand storm I ever experienced was Thanksgiving Day, 1894. I was coming down the Ruidoso after placing a mining camp at Eagle Creek with Phil,Sillem,a man
by the name of Duncan and my brother George. We began
breakfast at sunup and so did the wind and before we could
finish it was howling its best. As I was wearing spectacles
and no one else could face it and see at all, I was deputed to
drive the prairie 'schooner as we figured the team with the
light rig would follow without guiding. I could not see beyond
the horses' rumps nor the ruts further than their hind feet
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reached. Before we had gone two miles all the wagon bows
but the front one, which was bracedby the wagon sheet tied
to the front of the bed, were broken. There was no top to the
spring wagon as we had left that in an accident in the mountains. My job was to keep the team moving if possible and
by no means to pass the fork in the road which led to the Diamond A ranch where we hoped to find shelter. We'made it
about noon and joined the ranch force and a bunch of carpenters who were rebuilding the house which had been destroyed by fire, all of whom had taken refuge in the adobe
stables. There we all lay until the sun and the wind both went
down as they had come up together. Never was such a meal
as was devoured by that hungry bunch that night in spite of
grit and sand. This was a terrible wind throughout the valley,
and among the very many freak results reported perhaps the
strangest was the blowing of the whole three strands of wire
from a fence belonging to Mans Satterwhite a few miles
south of Hagerman. There were certainly winds in those
days. And you who have been often told that there are never
. and can never be' cyclones in this region and altitude,need
not be too confident of this for on that very trip away up on
the top of the Sacramentos, on the Mescalero Indian reservation, we saw where in a narrow strip a tornado had laid down
all the trees in a dense forest for at least a half mile straight
away. This I have never seen elsewhere, so it must be very
rare, but still it can occur.
My first stay in Eddy was not very long, for in the spring
I was sent with W. M. Reed to Roswell, in charge of the company's affairs there, with orders to report in Eddy once a
month and to measure all the water supply of that region.
All my work for the first two years was out of town, so that
I am not well posted upon town affairs for the early days,
except for occasional episodes.
C. H. McLenathen and Franklin G. Campbell, both born
in northern New York, near where Sam Roberts originated,
formed the first real estate firm the day I arrived. The former
lived for the first 18 months on a homestead just below the
canal on the south edge of Dark Canon, while Campbell built
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his residence in the sand hills between Eddy's house and the
river on the property now owned by Dr. Doepp. Bill Miller,
an Englishman, was the town painter. Bob Armstrong was
bookkeeper for Pennebaker-Joyce and Co., Charlie Greene
was deputy postmaster for Charles B. Eddy. But Woods was
chief tree planter. _
In view of the outcome, it is interesting to note now on
the front pages of the second volume of the Argus, repeated
advertisements of the intention to irrigate 200,000 acres of
land, and to remember that this expectation was the basis
of all Mr. Hagerman's extensive financing. Colonel Nettleton,
then State Engineer of Colorado, was Hagerman's consulting
engineer and chief adviser. He was brought down here to
measure the river and estimate its possibilities, and was
always quoted as authority that the water supply was ample.
Water rights were first sold for $7.50, water rental $1.00,
and then $10.00 per acre, rental $1.25. This was for one acre
foot of water per .acre, which was then considered sufficient
as a basis for crop requirements. But the main financing was
to be upon the land, which was largely entered in full sections
under the desert act and either bought outright by the company, at from ten to thirty dollars per acre, or in many instances an entry man would deed the rest of his section, 560
acres, for a paid up water right upon his pick of an eighty
acre tract in the section. These lands with water rights sold
very readily at $40.00 per acre and upwards.
The Northern Canal, starting from the Hondo on the Garrett ranch, was expected to reclaim 100,000 acres, extending
as far south as the water would last. The main canal at Eddy
was to 'Yater 150,000 acres on the west side of the river, extending to the Texas line; and the east side canal was to cover
50,000 acres north of the present Harroun ranch. The company of Mr. Hagerman also bought that ditch and the lands
from Stevens and the Eddys and renamed and incorporated
it as the Hagerman Irrigation and Land Company. The
money realized from .this sale was reinvested in the Pecos
Valley Town Company and used to develop Eddy, Otis, Vaud
(now Loving) and Malaga. Nobody ever toqk any profits out
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of the valley. The early birds got no worms. In those days
there were none even in the entire length of all the newly
constructed canals.
A little later, Mr. Hagerman acquired, for the Pecos Land
and Water Company, options on the alternate sections of railway lands in Texas lying west of the Pecos from the Texas
boundary south to· the Texas and, Pacific Railway at Pecos,
built a dam in the Pecos near the state line and constructed
a canal down to Pecos to cover them. Over $2,000,000 dollars
were expended in the valley for irrigation works alone, not
including land purchases and,the building of the railway. An
empire was visioned and optimism reigned supreme.
Meanwhile we little fellows spent all we made, investing
our savings In town lots, and blindly riding the waves created
, by the big fish. '
Nightly we gathered on the porch of Pennebaker-Joyce's
store to swap experiences and lots, and to criticize and to
prophesy, and lazily to watch Bill Miller climb to the roof of
the Eddy House and put out the weekly fire around the flue
at the ridge pole. This happened so regularly and so often,
and the whole performance was so casual and leizurely that
in my ignorance I concluded that our accumulating dust was
a safe insurance against rapid conflagrations. This was indeed the age of innocence. The town was too busy even to be
bad. The Lone Wolf on the hill toward Roswell was lone in:'deed.- The gambling and saloon fraternity was not yet convinced this development was permanent. The county seat
fight was yet to come.
(
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NAVAHO-SPANISH FRONTIER
EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

NAVAHO-SPANISH WARS 1680-1720

By FRANK D. REEVE

sufficient number of the Pueblo folk leagued together in

A
1680 to wage a successful War for Independence against
their Spanish conquerors. For twelve years they were free
to fight among themselves and to ward off the frontier foe as
best they could. The. extent of their difficulties is unknown
due to the paucity of information about the internal affairs
of New Mexico during this period. An occasional bit of news
was received at Spanish headquarters in EI Paso del Norte
from Indian informants and a further vague insight was
gained from feeble attempts at reconquest.
In 1683,·a Pueblo Indian named Juan escaped from his
Apache captors in the Plains country of eastern New Mexico.
Arriving at EI Paso, he gave a story of intra-Pueblo quarreling and of frontier people dabbling in their affairs. The
Apaches of the Plains and the Utes were troublesome to the
Pueblos, but other Apaches were friendly, especially those
who visited the Pueblos of Sia, Santa Ana, and Jemez. On the
basis of geographical location and the overall picture of
·Apache-Pueblo history, these visitors were Apaches from the
western side of Puebloland; that is, they were Navahos from
either Cebolleta Mountain or the Province of Navaho. 1 They
Abbreviations used in footnotes: ·A. C.-Edward E. Ayer Collection of Spanish
Colonial documents; Newberry Library•. Chicago; typewritten copies. A. G. I.-Archivo
General de Indias (Seville, Spain). A. G. N.-Archivo General y Publico de la Naclon
(Mexico). B. L.-Bancroft Library, University of California. B. N. M.-Biblioteca Naclonal de Mexico. N. M. A.-New Mexico Archives, Coronado Library, University of
New Mexico; enlarged microfihn copies of Spanish-Mexican archives at Santa Fe,
N. M. F. L. O.-Federal Land Office records, Santa Fe, N. M. There is a microfilm copy
in the Coronado Library..
•
1. Correspondence of Governor Domingo Gironza Petris de Cruzate, 1682-1684.
A. G. N. Provincias [ntemas 95., Expediente 2. f36 (A. C.). A more detailed stOry of
the period 1680-1692 can be found in Vina Walz, History of the El Paso Area, 1680-169l!,
ms., University of New Mexico, 1951CebolIeta Mountain, sometimes labeled on maps as San Mateo Mountain, is topped
by Mt. Taylor. The Province of Navaho lay to the north in the southeastern drainage of
the Rio San Juan. Frank D. Reeve, "Early Navaho Geography," New Mexico Historical
Review, vol. 31 (October 1956). ,
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were not however peacefully inclined toward all the Pueblos,
especially those in the Rio Arriba.
The freedom of Puebloland from Spanish rule lasted for
twelve years. The end did not come overnight, despite an
auspicious beginning. On the contrary, severe fighting was
carried on for over two years by Governor Don Diego de
Vargas Zapata Lujan Ponce de Leon (1691-1697). On his
first entry into New Mexico (in 1692), he was happy over
the willingness, although reluctant, of the people to accept
the return of the Spanish, but underneath the surface were
ominous signs that indicated a latent hostility; how severe
only time could tell.
The involvement of the frontier folk in the resistance
that developed toward Don· Diego was early revealed. At
Santa Fe, on September 14, the Governor was informed that
the principal leader (Don Luis) of the Pueblos in the Santa
Fe district, "wishes to inform me [Don Diego] that tomorrow he will come to see me; that he had gone· to see the
Navajo Apaches. . . ."2 No specific reason is given by the
informant for the trip to the Navahos, but it was more likely
a political mission than one involving food supplies for
Puebloland. The possibility that the trip implied a widespread alliance against the Spanish was revealed to Don
Diego on his arrival at the Pueblo of Taos. The leaders there
told !.lim that a general council of Indians was held near
Acoma with representatives from Zuni, Jemez, Pecos, the
Moqui, and Keres pueblos, the Faraon Apaches, the Coninas
of the Cerro Colorado, "and many others from other parts.
. . ." They planned to ambush the Spanish at some place
along the way as the latter moved from Pueblo to Pueblo. 3
2~ J. Manuel Espinosa, FirBt Expedition of Vargas into New Mexieo, 169~, p. 98.
The University of New Mexico Press, 1940 (Vol. X, Coronado Cuarto Centennial Publications, 1540-1940, George P. Hammond, General Editor). This is the campaign
journal and correspondence of Vargas, August 1692 to April 1693. Excerpts from the
journal have been published in Old Santa Fe (magazine), vol. 1 (January, April, 1914).
3. Taos, October 8, 16.92. Ibid., p. 154.
A contemporary Spanish journalist wrote that the Taos Indians advised De Vargas
"that the Hemes, Queres, and Pecos, aided by the Apaches and the Indians of the Zuni
and Moqui provinces, had arranged to attack him from ambush when he was leaving
the realm." Irving Albert Leonard, tr., The Mercurio Volante of Don CarloB de Sigiienza
y Gongora, p. 72. Los Angeles: The Quivira Society, 1932.
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When the Governor arrived at Jemes Pueblo two weeks
later, he was received in a friendly fashion and invited into a
house for a feast. "After this," he wrote, "I went out, and
various Apaches came out from the said house and rendere.d
obedience, and in the corridor I spoke to them, telling them
that I would return next year . . . and that they should tell
thE:)ir tribe and rancheria that if they are not Christians I do
not want their friendship, and that what I said was to their
interest, and they said that they were happy. I assumed, since
they had the said Apaches separated in the said house and
many others in those of the second plaza, that the report
given by the Taos concerning the aforementioned council
was true." 4
The mention of Faraon (Faraone) Apaches at the council clouds the picture of Navaho relations. Apaches under
this particular name had contacts with Zuni, but they lived
to the southward of that Pueblo. Since the Indians had possession of the horse by this time, it was quite feasible for
the Faraones to travel long distance with less difficulty,
whether to participate in Pueblo politics or to plunder. However, the term Faraones also was applied to Apaches living
on the east side of the Rio Grande, so it did not have a settled
and specific meaning for a particular geographical group at
this early date. In the course of time it acquired an eastern
application and other names were coined' for the western
bands.
There i~ no important evidence that the east-side Apaches
crossed the Pueblo region in the Rio Grande Valley in order
to have relations with the folk in the Jemez Mountains,
whether peaceful or otherwise. The Faraones south of Zuni
4. Espinosa, First Expedition of Vargas • •• ,p. 181.
Fray Silvestre Velez de Escalante, UExtracto de Noticias," B. N. M., ·legajo 3. A'
section of "Extracto de Noticias" is in A. G. N., Historia £. It is published in Documentos para la Historia de Mexico, Tecero Serie, pp. 127-208. Mexico, 1856.
The authorship of "Extracto de Noticias'" was established by J. Manuel Espinosa
in Hispanic American Historical Review, 22 :422-25 (May, 1942). Fray Silvestre compiled hiB report about 1778.
the Hemes who, obstinately persisting in their treachery, not only had many
Apaches with them in their quarters but had sought aid from the Queres of Chief
Malacate." Leonard, The Mercurio Volante . .. ,P. 75.
If
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ought to have had sufficient relations with the Pueblo people
of that settlern.ent and Acoma, to 'minimize any desire to
penetrate the more distant valley of the Jemez. It seems
reasonable, therefore, that the Apaches found at Jemez by
Governor Vargas were the Navaho. 5
Continuing his journey froni Jemez to Acoma, hoping for
continued success in subjecting the Pueblos again, Governor
Vargas met with further hints of the disturbing influence of
the Navahos in the affairs of the former Spanish subjects.
Sending a messenger in advance with a plea to the Acomas
that they return to their old allegiance, Vargas received in
reply the answer "that for the present they were very much
afraid because \hey had stood alone, having as friends only
the Navaho Apaches. . . .'!6 When the Governor finally arrived at the pueblo, Chief Mateo "remained timid and persistent in his doubts, saying that two Manso Indians and
some Apaches had told him and his said people that . . .
they should not believe me [De Vargas] . . . ."7
Proceeding from Acoma to Zuni, further bits of information were received about the activity of Apaches as advisers
to the Pueblo people. A Moqui Pueblo Indian who had been
sent to his homeland by the Governor when at Jemez, reported through a second Indian that "the Navajo Apaches
5. Leonard, Mercurio Volante • •• , p. 75 note, is of the same opinion. L. B. Bloom
states: "They [Jemez] felt that the return of the Spaniards would give them 'relief
from· their Tewa and Tano enemies and from the Apaches of various bands who were
constantly descending upon them to kill those who went to their fields, and to rob and
take captives." Bloom and L. B. Mitchell, "The Chapter Elections in 1672," New
Mexico Historical. Review, 13 :100 (January, 1938).
6. Espinosa, First Expediti<m of Vargas • • : , P. 191.
7. Ibid., p. 192. .
Writing nearly a century later about this episode, Fray. Silvestre stated tbat "Their
[Acoma] captain named Matheo indicated some inclination to be reduced, but said that
the Navahos and some other apostate Indians had advised them that when the Spanish
should come, they should not believe them
Escalante, op. cit. Encamped at Zuni,
Vargas reported in his journal that the Faraone Apaches stole 16 head of cattle.
Espinosa, First Expedition of Vargas • •. , p. 200. Escalante just wrote "Apache."
op; cit.
To further illustrate that there was some distinction between the various Apache
groups, Vargas was visited at Zuni by a group whom he termed the HSalineros
Apaches" ; "they had corne to tell me that they had always entered this land and province
of Zuni on terms of peace," and they wanted peace with the Spaniards. Espinosa, First
Expcdition of Varg~ .•. , p. 205. The name implies that these Indians lived south
of Zuni, hence they were kinsmen of the Faraones-if not actually the same band.
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had informed and told them [the Moqui] not to believe me,
that under the guise of the said assurance of peace they would
all be killed," etc. Several days later two Moqui Indians
visited the Governor in his encampment and "they told me
that the Faraon Apaches had told them . . . that they
should not believe me, for I was untrustworthy. . .." 8
Having completed a tour of Puebloland, Governor Vargas
returned to EI Paso, well pleased with his work. The following year he returned with a body of settlers to complete his
task with permanent reoccupation of New Mexico. As he
neared the heart of the' Pueblo region; disquieting stories
were brought by friendly Indians that trouble lay ahead and,
as on his first expedition, frontier Indians were named as the
trouble makers, including the Navahos. As the expedition
moved northward from Sandia in November of 1693 (so
Escalante wrote about 1778), "the various Pueblo warriors
and Apaches planned to stampede the horses-an excellent
way of course to seriously weaken the military strength of the
Spanish. The project was not carried' out so they schemed
again, this time planning to increase their strength by "union
with the Navaho Apaches and plains Apaches." 9 The famous
Luis Tapatu, a leader in the War of 1680, was the brains
behind the plan, but again it failed to materialize.
En route between the Pueblos of San Felipe and Santo
Domingo, an old Indian woman from Cochiti warned Vargas
that armed Pueblo warriors, with some Navahos and Rio
Colorado Apaches, planned to attack "him. But the two Indian Captains at Cochiti accorded the Spanish a friendly re.;
ception, saying that "their only enemies" were the Apaches
of the mountains facing Socorro," far to the South. Moving
northward, the expedition finally reached its goal, Santa Fe.
Meanwhile, it had been reported that the Indian inhabitants
of this site rejoiced (but not for long) : "Now that the Span8. Ibid.• pp. 204, 211.
On his withdrawal from New Mexico in December, 1692, Vargas traveled a new
route leading ~outheastward from ZuiU to present-day Socorro. The Zuni Ind'ian guide
expressed the wish to return home by way of Acom'a (a circuitous route to the north)
in order to avoid enemy Apaches. This implies that the Navahos who lived to th~ north
of the return route were less feared, or were considered friends to the Zuni people. Ibid.,
p. 245, December 8, 1692.
9. Escalante, Qp. cit.
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iards had returned they could hunt deer and plant their crops
without fear of the cruel Navahos, who just a week before
had murdered a boy and stolen some horses.': 10
The first actual trouble that the Governor faced, despite
all the rumors previously heard, was the necessity of taking
Santa Fe by force, the Pueblo inhabitants having refused to
move out on demand. Scarcely settled in their new homes, the
Spanish received a report of pending trouble centering at
Jemez. Bartholome de Ojeda, Captain of the Pueblo of Sia,
informed Vargas "that the Jemes and their neighbors the
Navahos were about to join forces with the hostile Keres on
the mesa of Cochiti, in answer to the call of Captain
Malacate." 11
During the next two years, Governor Vargas was faced
with the rebellious attitude of a-large part of the Pueblo
people. The resources of the Spanish were taxed to the utmost to bring them under control. The Apaches in -general
and sometimes in particular were mentioned as being allied
with the Pueblos, or at least taking advantage of the situation to their own profit. -The Navahos were mentioned specifically, and on other occasions it is a reasonable assumption
that they were the ones involved when the term Apache was
used. In March, 1694, when Vargas campaigned against the
rebels entrenched on the mesa near the Pueblo of San Ildefonso, .they were credited with having as allies some_
"Apaches of Navaho and those of the Rio Colorado."12 That
10. J. Manue! Espinosa, Crusaders of the Rio Grande, pp. 137, 140, 147. Chicago:
Institute of Jesuit History, 1942. Espinosa relies heavily on Vargas' J ourna! of his
second expedition.
,
_ Upon his return to El Paso early in 1693, Vargas recommended that a settlement
be located near Santa Ana Pueblo "to close the way to the enemy Apache." And, he
stated, the Jemez settlement was very important Hbecause the Apaches make entry
there . . . ." Vargas to Viceroy Conde de Galv~, January 12, 1693. Espinosa, The First
E",pedition of Vargas . •. , p. 286. If the Apaches near Socorro operated as far north
as Cochiti Pueblo, a logical route lay by way of Santa Ana, that is, past the lower Jemez
valley to the Rio Grande. The Navahos, of CDurse, could use the same route.
11. Espinosa, Crusaders . .• , p. 163. Escalante' has the same story: op. cit., and
in' A. G. N., Historia 2, £21. Escalante repeats this bit of information, mentioning
Acoma, Zuni, Moqui, and Cojinnas. "and they had many allies from the whole Apacheria,
according to what they themselves say; . . ." Ope cit. The informant, Ojeda, is here
referred to as Captain of Santa Anrnt.
12. Autos de Guerra 1694, A. G. N., Historia 99, exped. 1, f64, f61.
A short tributary of the Rio Grande north of Taos is named the Rio Colorado. The
eastern flowing Canadian was named the Rio Colorado in New Mexico. These streams
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same month, worried informants from the pro-Spanish
Pueblos of Santa Ana, Sia, and San Felipe notified him that"
the rebels on the Mesa near the Pueblo of Cochiti. "and the
Jemes with a large number of Apaches intended to capture
their pueblos by assault." They requested aid, which was
promptly granted and the rebels were punished. IS In this
instance the Apache allies of the Jemez were probably
Navahos.
After a campaign to the north, "and even beyond Taos
Pueblo, Vargas moved southward again. At the Pueblo of
Sarito Domingo, in July, a courier arrived from Sia with a
message froin Governor Ojeda of Santa Ana (Sia?), "who
reported an attack of the previous day on his pueblo by the
combined forces of the Keres of Cochiti, and the Navahos,
in which four allied warriors were slain. The raiders withdrew only after one of their war'captains had been killed." 14
The climax of the reconquest of Puebloland was reached
in- the year 1696 when the rebellious people made their last
concerted bid for independence. Nambe and Jemez provided
the leadership. The Captain of Nambe was credited with having brought into the alliance the "Moquinos, Zunis, Acomas,
Apaches," and a substantial number of the Pueblos. 15 The
involvement of the Navahos was apparent. The Nambe leader
confessed under torture that the Pueblo folk "at Chimayo
were awaiting news from the Apaches, who had left for their
land to attend a dance; Navaho Apaches were eager to have
all the Apaches and other tribes join in the revolt; and
Acomas, Zuni, Moquis, their Apache neighbors, and the Utes
had decided definitely to join the war 'when the green maize
is picked.' Then the Apaches first were to drive off the horses
of the Spaniards, as preliminary to an assault on Santa

Fe." 16
were in the country of the Jicarilla Apache, The Jicarillas were probably the guilty
ones. Escalante. op. cit. The other possibility were the Apaches toward the Little Rio
Colorado of the West, but they were not usually located by using the name of that river.
IS. Escalante, op. cit. In April, at Zuiii Pueblo, Vargas was informed that the
Apaches were his enemies, including the Apaches Coconinas. Autos de Guerra 1694,
op. cit., f88.
The Utes also Were hostile to 'the Spanish. Ibid., and Escalante, op. cit.
14. 'Espinosa, Crusaders • •• , P. 199, citing Vargas' Journal.
15. Escalante, OP. cit.
16. Espinosa, Crusaders • •• , P. 252, citing Vargas' Journal, June 12, 1696.
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The interest of the Navahos reached even to Taos Pueblo
during these dying days of Pueblo resistance. When the Captain of Taos finally yielded, he told Vargas "that the natives
of Taos' had been about to come down several days past, but
a Navaho Apache had arrived with a message from the rebel
Jemez telling them not to trust Vargas if they valued their
lives, as a result of which the people had scattered throughout the mountains in fear." 17
A portion of the Pueblo people never did yield to Spanish
domination despite their final defeats in the year of 1696.
The people of San Juan de los Caballeros, the first headquarters of Governor Onate in 1598, abandoned theirhonies.
Some of them located at "EI Embudo de Cochiti" as early as
the month of June. In distress for lack of supplies, "their
governor had gone to visit the Navahos in an effort to obtain
maize . . . ," so Governor Vargas 'reported. 18 People from
the Pueblos of Cieneguilla, Santo Domingo and Cochitffled
to Acoma. A majority of this group shortly located along the
Rio Cubero, about fifteen miles north of Acoma, within a
17. Ibid., p. 284, October 3-7, 1696.
Padre Juan Amando Niel records that the Navahos were accustomed to campaign
with the Spanish against the Pawnees and the Jumanos in the 1690's. They returned
from the Great Plains laden with captives and skins to trade at the Fairs in New
Mexico. '1Apuntamientos," Historia 2, exped. 3, £92. Printed in Documento8 para la
Historia de Mexico'. Tercero Berie, Mexico, 1856.
Padre Niel was a Jesuit missionary serving in Sonora and Sinaloa from 1697 to
1710. I consider his accotint of the N'avahos unreliable, although it has been accepted by
H. H. Bancroft, Arizona and New Mexico, San Francisco, 1888; A. B. Thomas, ed.,
After Coronado: Spanish Explorations Northeast of New Mexico, 1696-1727. Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1935; and Donald Emmet Worcester, Early History of
the Navaho Indians, ms., University of California (Berkeley), 1947. Thomas surmises
that Niel based his account on a ms. entitled Relacion An6nima de la Reconquista del'
Nuevo Mexico. B. N. M.
The "Navajo myths say nothing about hunting the bison, which, indeed, was an
arduous matter in those horseless days." Ruth M. Underhill, The Navajos, p. 11. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1956.
.
"The American buffalo . . • was occasionally used for food. Although many authors
contend that buffalo traversed the present Navajo country, it is the opinion of the
writer, along with others, that the buffalo never came west of the mountains, the Navajo
journeying east of the mountains to find them. It is possible also that the Navajo never
went on extensive buffalo hunts as did the Plains Indians, but preferred to trade for the
meat, hides, and robes.". Francis H. Elmore;" "Food Animals of the Navaho," El Palacio,
44 :149-154 (June, 1938).
A sketch of the northern frontier as of the close of the 17th century mentions the
Moqui and Zuni, but not the Navaho. Respuesta fiscal dada en Jas dependencias del
Reyno de el Parral su fecha 1 de Septiembre de 1698. A. G. I., Audiencia de Guadal<>jara,
67-4-11 (A. C.).
18. Espinosa, ap. cit., p. 265.
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stone's throw (un tiro de pedrero) of a body of water which
gave its name to the new Pueblo of Laguna, officially recognized by Gov. Cubero in 1699. 19 There they became close
neighbors of the Navahos on Cebolleta Mountain. Other
Pueblo folk from Jemez, San Juan, Santo Domingo, and
Cochiti selected a refuge either among the Acoma or Zuni
people, or remained in the Jemez Mountains; "others [fled]
to the Apaches of Cebolleta" or to the eastern plains
Apaches. 20
With New Mexico once more under Spanish control, Governor Vargas was relieved of office by Pedro Rodriguez
Cubero (1697-1703). Pueblo discontent still existed below
the surface in some places, but missionaries were trying to
carryon their work as in the years before 1680. One muchdesired goal was the conversion of the Moqui people. The
Governor visited them with an armed detachment in 1701
in an effort to achieve by force. what could not be accomplished by fair words, but success also eluded him.
The following year information was received in Santa
Fe that trouble was brewing at Zuni. The source of information were some Navahos. Four of them, after a successful
hunt, had traveled to Zuni to trade their meat for other
commodities. They learned that the Zuni folk were planning
to kill the resident soldiers, stationed there to protect the
missionary, and three other Spanish residents. The Navaho
Captain, probably of the Cebolleta Mountain group, sent a
courier to the Pueblo of Sia with the information. He in turn
was sent on to Santa Fe to report directly to the Governor
19. The Acoma people and these migrants made peace with the Spanish in 1699.
Governor Cubero named the new settlement of the migrants San Jose de la Laguna.
Escalante, <>p. cit.
.
Vargas looked forward to conquering Acoma and "capture the enemy Jemez, Tano,
and Santo Domingo Indians living there, and settl.e them at Sandia, and force Acoma
to break its bonds of friendship with the hostile Faraone, Salinero, Sierra de Gila, and
Chilmo Apaches:' Espinosa, Crusaders . •• , p. 297. This statement strengthens the
belief that the Apaches living southward from Acoma and Zuni were not the Navahos
who lived to the northward.
20. Escalante. op. cit. When Vargas returned to El Paso in December. 1692, by a
southwestern route from Zuni, he arrived at a place near the Socorro region which he
named the Cienega de la Canada de la Cebolleta. But this, would hardly be a place for
the refugee Pueblo folk. The Apache folk who molested Vargas in that neighborhood
were no doubt wahderers from the Sacramento Mountains or the Gila River country.
Ibid. And Espinosa, First Expedition Of Vargas. p. 250.
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who subjected him to an examination by Roque de Madrid,
Alcalde Mayor. 21 The Governor made a rapid tour of the Rio
Grande Valley Pueblos. He found that some refugee Teguas
from Moqui had been visiting their home sites, trying to stir
up trouble for the Spanish. A letter from Fray G-araicoechea
at Zuni did not report any trouble, so Cubero judged that the
Navaho story was a false alarm. But he was in error. The
situation was more serious than he realized.
In March of 1703, some Zuili gave way to their feelings of
hatred at the bad treatment received from the resident Spanish. and probably killed part of them. The possibility of
trouble also at Laguna brought the Governor of Sia in a hurry
to protect the missionary there. The Acoma folk wanted to
send an armed force to Zuni, but the information had led Fray
Antonio Miranda, their resident missionary, to forbid such
action. Governor Cubero finally sent a detachment of soldiers
under command of Roque'de Madrid to find Fray Garaicoechea, if still alive, and bring him away from the danger spot.
The Zuni were then left without a Pastor, "exposed to the
diabolical influences of sedicious elements, the apostate rebels
of Moqui and the pagan Apaches of Navaho." 22
, Meanwhile, .Governor Cubero had decided in the summer
of 1702 to launch a campaign against the Navahos. Presumably therefore they had been troublesome as usual for a·
number of years. He was led, to call off any punitive action
when a Navaho Captain went to the Pueblo of Taos to seek
peace. The governor then turned his attention to the Faraone
Apaches east of the Rio Grande, butd~d not complete his
project, leaving it to his successor" Governor Vargas, who
was reappointed to office in 1703.23
It seems surprising that Navahos could be warning the
Spanish against Pueblo intrigues while at the same time the
Governor of New Mexico was thinking in terms of punishing
21. Fr. Agustin de Colina to Fr. Custos, Zia Pueblo, February 25, 1702. Cubero,
Auto, Santa Fe, February 25,17,02; and (author not given) March 2,1702: all in New
Mexico Orig,inals, PE 6 (B. L.) ; Escalante, op. cit. A microfilm of the New Mexico
Originals is in the library, University of New Mexico.
22. Escalante, op. cit. Fr. Antonio Miranda to Cubero, Laguna, March 12, 1703,
ibid.
23. Ibid.
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them for their own misdeeds. The answer lies in the fact that
the Navahos were not a united people in the white man's
notion of society. Consequently their left hand did not necessarily know what the right hand was doing. The Navahos
in the northern Province could be troublesome while their
kinsmen to the south, living close to the Pueblos of Acoma,
Laguna, and Zuni, could be on friendly terms with them and
the Spanish. Even a small group from either locality could
engage in mischief despite the contentment of the others.
This dichotomy in Navaho behavior becomes clearer as their
history unfolds in the course of the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries. 24
-Governor Vargas took possession of the governorship for
the second time on November 10, 1703. 25 In February of
1704, some Indians from Moqui appeared among the Taos
folk to bring them into a general uprising against the Spanish. Moquino agents had earlier been at work in the Pueblos
of San Ildefonso and San Juan. Representatives from these
Pueblos had met with Moquinos heretofore, "and with
Navahos in a general meeting held for this purpose in the
Valley of the Piedra Alumbre."2G The Governor was soon
engaged, however, in a campaign against the Faraones east
of the Rio Grande. He died at Bernalillo in April and the
problem of Pueblo intrigues with the Navahos was left for
his successor, Governor Francisco Cuervo y Valdes (17051707), who took office on March 10,1705,27
The new incumbent of the governor's office had arrived
when the province was in a sad condition from the-military
point of view. He found "the presidial soldiers of this villa
[Santa Fe] without arms or horses, ill-clothed and without
supplies, the settlers suffering from hunger and lack of
clothing . . ." etc. 28 The situation was attributed to. the
24. Studies of the present-day Navaho imply a history of political organization for
cooperation, bu't the leadership quality varied among them, and was often amorphous.
Esther S. Goldfrank, "Irrigation Agriculture and Navaho Community Leadership: case
material on environment and culture!' American Anthropolagist. 47 :273 (New series).
Escalante, op. cit.
26. Ibid.
27. Ibid.
Cuervo to Duke of Albuquerque, May 7,1765. A. G. N., Provo Intern. 96, exped.
5, f483.
The modern speIling for Albuquerque has been adopted by dropping the first "r".

25.
28.
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depredations of the Indians, the wear aildtear of military
operations on both men and horses, and the severity of the
winter climate on the overworked animals.
The Governor did not exaggerate the state of affairs,
unless there was a widespread conspiracy to paint a black
picture for ulterior reasons; but there is no valid reason for
holding such a view. Petitions drawn by the presidial soldiers, settlers, and members of the Santa Fe Cabildo all
carried the same story of distress. And Fray Juan Alvares,
Custodian of the Missions, employed his pen to buttress the
civilian plea for aid from the central government. 29
Cuervo was a .man of action, interested in the welfare of
the settlers as well as the missionaries. Within fifteen days
of assuming office, he had issued a hundredweight of powder
and a supply of lead to Captain Roque de Madrid and had
"sent a company of soldiers in pursuit of two large bands
of enemies from the rancherias of Navaho who had stolen
some beasts and cattle from the towns of San Ildefonso,
Santa Clara, and San Juan."30 During April and May, he
distributed powder and lead to the settlers at different points
in the province, outfitted the soldiers and stationed them in
scattered detachments at frontier outposts, and no doubt relieved the wants of the people in general with a drove of five
hundred animals that he had purchased in the southern
provinces of Viscaya and GaJicia. 31
29. The details are scattered through the various documents in A. G. N., Prov.
Intern. 36, exped. 5.
30. Statement of Captain Alphonso Ra~l de Aguilar, Santa Fe, January 10, 1706.
A. G. N., Prov. Intern. 36, exped. 5, f473v. Hackett, Historical Documents relating to
New Mexico, Nueva Vizcaya, and Approaches Thereto, ·to 1773, 3:367. Washington,
D. C.: Carnegie Institution of Washington, 1937, translates this passage with the phrase
"Navajo rancherias:' but I prefer to write it "rancherias of Navaho" because the
expression has a definite geographical connotation. and identifies the raiders as coming
from the Province of Navaho on the watershed of the Rio San Juan rather than from
Cebolleta Mountain, and it is reasonable to assume that the Province was the jumping
off place for raids in the Santa Fe area of the Rio Grande Valley due to geographical
nearness. '
'.
·The statement about munitions is in Roque Madrid, Santa Fe, August 23, 1705.
A. G. N., 'Frov. Intern. 36, exped. 5,f381.
31. Ibid., f380, 485. Escalante, op. cit.
•
The Muster Roll of the Presidio at Santa Fe, taken on April 20, 1705, reveals the
sad condition of the military. A. G. N., Prov. Intern. 36, exped. 5, f501.
In ·i698, fifty yoke .of oxen and 200 firearms had been distributed by Governor
Cubero among the residents of New Mexico, illustrating how dependent the province
was on outside aid for many years after the reconquest. Ibid., f389.
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In June, the Governor was ready for a major offensive
against the frontier enemy. He first struck the Gila Apaches
of southwestern New Mexico and then, in August and September, turned his forces against the Navahos, a troublesome
people "as is seen from the continuous wars that they have
carried on from the conquest of this kingdom [1598] until
the general uprising of the year 1680, and which they have
continued from the year 1693 until 1705." 32 These Indians
"live from the said frontier [Piedra Lumbre] up to the banks
and fields of the said Grand River [Rio San Juan]. Maintaining themselves by their own labor, they cultivate the land
with much care. They sow corn, beans, squash, and all sorts
of seeds and grains [except barley and wheat], such as chile
and other plants [cosas] that they have found in the settlements of the Christian Indians of this kingdom; this not
being a new practice among the said Apaches, since when
they became settled they have practiced the same. They make
their blankets of wool and cotton; the one they sow and the
other they secure from the flocks of sheep that they raise."33
Crossing the Rio Grande of central New Mexico, near its
junction with the Rio Taos, Captain Roque Madrid led his
force westward by way of Piedra del Carnero, Copper Mountain (or Sierra del Cobre), Rio Chama, and Arroyo Belduque
into the Province of Navaho. Some of these geographical
names are no longer familiar, but his. route lay through the
mountainous country north of the valley of the'Rio Chama.
He picked up the trail later known as the Old Spanish Trail
at or just before reaching the crossing of the upper Rio
Chama, the El Vado of today.34
Another force had moved northward from Santa Fe to
join Captain Madrid. Antonio de Ulibarri, a resident, Alcalde Mayor and War Captain of Santa Fe, recalled that the
Governor Cubero's request for thirty presidials from the" southern presidios for
temporary duty against the frontier Indians was denied by the Viceroy. The Governor
also had in mind the conquest of the Moqui. Ibid., f480 and Escalante, op. cit.
32. Cuervo to the Duke of Albuquerque, Santa Fe, June 23, 1706. A. G. N., Provo
Intern. 86, exped. 5, f403.
33. Ibid. A similar description of the Navahos is to be found in Escalante, op. cit.
It is doubtful that they grew cotton.
34. Ibid. Escalante dates this campaign in July, but it was in August. Cf. Fray
Juan de Tagle, Santa Fe, October 17, 1705. Prov, Intern. 86, exped. 5, f491.
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"entry to the said province [of Navaho] was by way of the
Pueblo of San Lorenzo of Pecuries . . . which is eighteen
leagues from this villa of Santa Fe. They penetrated the
[Province] as far as the place that. they call the Rocky Hills
(los Pefioles) . . . which appeared to him to be in the center
of the Province, ,dLstant from the Pueblo [Pecuries] through
which they entered, about forty leagues from east to west.
. . . The land [Navaho] is all mesas and canyons with sandy
and soft (fioxas) bottoms. . . . Up to the said place of the
Rocky Hills he saw about two hundred Indians, arid there is
no doubt that they'have their ,houses of stone and wood on
the tops of the mesas, and there were many." 35
The conviction of the witness about the location of the
Navaho homes has been sustained by present-day investigation. "Here on the mesas andI in the canyons of the upper
drainages of the Blanco and Largo washes, he [Farmer]
found twenty-nine sites, including small hogan groups, fort'ified buttes, camp sites, and circular wateh·towers."35a
Arriving in the heart of the Province of Navaho, Captain'
Ma:drid worked with a will to teach these troublesome neighbors a lesson. "He lay waste the fields; in three encounters
killed forty to fifty of them, and seized some women, among
whom was an apostate Indian woman from the Pueblo of
J emes." 36 In the face of this assault, the Navahos retreated
to los Pefioles, or rocky hills, two days journey to the south.
35. Sarjento Maiar Don Joachin C6dallos y Rabal Gobernador y Capitan General
de la Nueva Mexico, Testimonio a Ia letra de los Auttos que originales se remiter a1
superior Gobierno del Exmo Senor Conde de Fuenclara . . . Sobre la Reducion de los
Yndios gentiles de la Provincia de Navajo al gremio de Nuestra Santta Madre yglecia.
Febrero 26, 1745. New Mexico Originals, PE 24 (B. L.). Hereafter referred to as
C6dallos y Rabal, j4Testimonio!' A part of this ms. has been translated with Borne errors
and published in W. W. Hill, Some Navaho Culture Changes during two Centuries.
Washington: Smithsonian Institution, 1940. Reprinted from Smithsonian Miscellaneous'
Collection, vol. 100 (WholQ number). See also Cabildo of Santa Fe, "Statement,"
October 13, 1705. A. G. N., Provo Intern. 36, exped. 5, f493; and Fray Juan de Tagle,
op. cit.
35a. D. L. Keur, "Big Bead Mesa, An Archeological Study of'Navaho Aculturation.
1745-1812," American Antiquity, Vol. 7. no. 2, pt. 2, p. 16 (October, 1941. Memoirs of
the Society for American Archeology, No.1). Miss Keur cites a ms. by Malcolm Farmer.
Alfred V. Kidder, "Ruins of the Historic period in the upper San Juan Valley, New
Mexico," Am~rican Anthropologist, 22 :327f. Malcolm F., Farmer, "Navaho Archeology
of Upper Blanco and Largo Canyons, Northern New Mexico," American Antiquity,
8:65-79 (July, 1942).
36. Escalante, op. cit. Fray Juan de Tagle, op. cit.
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This hoped-for security was the north end of Cebolleta
Mountain, an excellent place to repel invaders.
The Arroyo Chico bends around the north end of Cebolleta Mountain from west to east. It then turns towards
the southeast and joins the Rio Puerco. The prominent landmark known as Cabezon Peak rises close by, east of the
Arroyo Chico and south of the Rio Puerco. About four miles
south of the junction point 'lies the present-day village of
Guadalupe, and penetrating Cebolleta Mountain to the west
is a canyon of the same name; one of those "deep-watered
canyons that extend back into the high lava-covered. mesas"
lined wIth alders, boxelders, and oaks." 37
In the days of Roque Madrid, this region was comparatively well-watered. Today the channel of thQ Rio Puerco is
deep and wide from erosion, and the land has been abandoned in large part by the early settlers, their vacant homes
standing in mute testimony to the wrath of nature when
·provoked by the ignorance of man. But within the memory
of living men water flowed in the shallow channel of the Rio
Puerco, marked by "pools of water which old settlers called
lagunitas, a name perpetuated in the Lagunitas [land]
grant."38 In the days when New Mexico was first colonized
the Rio Puerco was referred to as the "Torrente de los Alamos," 39 implying a stream with abundant water lined with
cottonwoods, and probably other types of stream-bank
shrubbery and trees.
Although there are a goodly number of mesas between the
37. C. B. Hunt, The Mount Taylor Coal Field, p. 37. United States Geologic.al
Survey, Bulletin 860-B. 1936. "Deep and wide barrancas or bays have eroded into the
mesa, and they are. now inclosed by walls more than 1,000 feet high." Ibid., p. 177.
38. Kirk Bryan, "Historic Evidence on Changes in the Channel of the Rio Puerco
••• "The Journal of Geology, 36 :278 (April-May, 1928).
"Mr. R. T. Heller reports that when he came to Cabezon, in 1889, the Rio Puerco
flowed in a trench only about 5 feet wide; across which there was a bridge." B. C.
Renick, Geology a.nd Ground-water resources of western.Sandoval County. New Mexico,"~
.p. 64f. United States Geological Survey, Water Supply Paper 620. Washington, 1931.
39. George P. Hammond and Agapito Rey, eds., Don Juan de Onate: Colonizer of
New Mexico 1595-1628, p. 327. The University of New Mexico Press, 1953. 2· vols.
("Record 'of the Marches by the Army, New Spain to New Mexico, 1596-98," in Vol.· 5,
Coronado Cuarto Centennial Publications, 1540-1940, George P. Hammond, General
Editor).
When Governor Vargas was enroute to Zuni in 1692, he recorded his experience
with the Rio Puerco: "Since the crossing is deep, it was necessary to carry the supply
of provisions on our shoulders." Espinosa, First Expedition •••• p. 186.
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Province of Navaho and Cebolleta Mountain to the south,
none of them afforded the security necessary when pursued
by mounted soldiel's in the service of His Majesty. The mesas
. along the continental divide between these two geographical
areas have a regionai northward dip, scarcely three degrees
and usually less. 40 But the 'lava-topped Cebolleta Mountain
was defended against intruders by a steep escarpment on all
sides. With the aid of man in. erecting some artificial defense
barriers, it was a stronghold worthy of the prowess of any
fighter who sought to scale the heights in the face of flying
arrows and stones. Even Roque Madrid failed this test, although he did lead his force south in pursuit of the foe despite
the rigors of the season.
In the month of August the land that the Spanish crossed
was dry and hot. When the troops reached the stronghold of
the Navahos they were in bad shape, a condition well described by Antonio Albarez Castrillon :
pursuing my course to the rocky hills [los Penoles], striking the enemy
and laying waste the fields, I found the Indians· [Pueblo auxiliaries]
killing an old woman. I stopped them. She promptly asked for baptism
with much fervor. She was baptized and then they killed her. Another
one was·captured with her daughter. I continued with iny assaults until
reaching the rocky hills. There I found the,Apaches up above. I and all
my companions experienced considerable affliction and grief at seeing
the horses so weak and unsteady from thirst, and without remedy for
their distress, as to be unable to pmlish the enemy, who made a great
mockery of us, yelling from the top of the hills upon seeing the manner
in which our horses moved among the rocks, smelling and neighing. It
seemed that they [the horses] understood and cried out to God for
water. In the midst of this affliction, our chaplain, Fray Francisco
Jimenez (vice-custodian) cried to the heavens, begging for relief, and
I joined him and all the others. Our outcry reached the heavens; a small
cloud appeared but rained only a trifle, since our cloaks were not even
dampened. A moment later, Mathew Trugillo, Corporal of the Squadron, commenced to shout that the horses should go down t~ the water in
an arroyo which shortly before we had crossed dry, and was now
40. Hunt, op. cit., and Renick, op. cit.
"If we stand up·on the eastern brink of the Mount Taylor [Cebolleta Mt.] mesa we
shall overlook the broad valley of the Puerco (East). . . . The edge of the mesa suddenly descends by a succession of ledges and slopes nearly 2,000 feet into the· rugged and
highly diversified valley-plain below," Captain Clarence E. Dutton; "Mt. Taylor and
the Zuni Plateau," p. 166. Geological Survey, Sixth Annual Report. Washington, 1885.
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flooded. We praised God,
water in such abundance
lasting for more than an
[the arroyo]. 'During this
fields. 41
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thanking Him for this miracle. He sent us
that all these fields became lakes, the water
hour and a half, not permitting us to cross
interval the troop was laying waste the corn

The chronicler had described a familiar phenomenon of the
semi-arid Southwest in the summer time, a .flash flood in a
usually dry arroyo.
The mesa is roughly and irregularly crescentic in form and extends one
and one-fifth miles from one end around the back of the crescent to the
other. The area of maximum breadth occurs in the extreme southwest,
where the mesa is well over one third of a mile across. It is narrowest
. at the neck of the northeastern spur. At one strategic place, measuring
only 26 feet (7.92) across, the inhabitants had erected their most elaborate structure of defense, in the form of a sturdy, high Wall. 41a

It is set apart from the Cebolleta Mountain by a dip, and the
area· aroup.d it is rough and irregular with several minor
arroyos.
The mission accomplished, but not to the entire satisfaction of the Governor, Captain Madrid led his force home by
way of Sia Pueblo,42 arriving at this frontier site on the 19th.
In the face of this raid, the Navahos indicated that they
wanted peace, but it was not granted at the moment.
Again in September the Spanish launched a punitive ex- .
pedition against the Province of Navaho. A participant in
the undertaking, Anttonio Tafoia, recollected many years
later that they entered the Navaho country "by way of the
mountain which they call Las Grullas [Cranes],. thirty
leagues to the northwest of this villa [Santa Fe] ; they pene41. Castrillon's UDiary," quoted in Escalante, Ope cit. He was Secretario de Gov..
ernacion y Guerra and a participant in the campaign.
41a. D. L. Kenr, "Big Bead Mesa . . ." American Antiquity, vol. 7, no. 2, pt. 2
(October, 1941.· Memoirs of the Society For American Archaeology, no. 1).
Dendrochronology dates these ruins for the second quarter of the eighteenth century. Ibid. The Navaho were located there much earlier.
Aerial inspection was made possible by courtesy of the Army Air Force, Special
Weapons Center, Kirtland Field, Albuquerque. (F. D. R.)
42. Antonio Ulibarri's 'testimony in C6dallos y Rabal, "Testimonio". Escalante,
Ope cit.
The progress and results of these two campaigns are not clearly distinguished
among the various recorders of the events. Uliban; stated that they seized about fifty
head of sheep.
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trated the country eighteen leagues more or less; . . . and
ran upon some ranchos on the summits of the mesas. He saw
at different times on the summits about five hundred Indians.
. . . The Christian Indians of this Kingo.om, [New Mexico]
who were on the expedition killed one Indian. The Navahos
fled for the mountains. Consequently the whole expedition
returned to this villa'by way of the place that they call the
Pedernal Mountain, close by the Spanish settlement of
Abiquiu, about two leagues distant from the said place."43
The Spanish gained more than a better geographical understandingof the Province of Navaho as a result of this
foray. They left destruction in their path, having burned
corn fields and destroyed huts of the Navaho people. They
brought home an assortment of spoils of war: captive women
and children, skins, baskets, arid some horses and sheep; and
they also 'restored to their former homes certain Pueblo Indians, some of whom had been taken captive during the
Pueblo uprisings of 1680 and the 1690'S.44 The others were
refugees.
The desire for peace was made a reality as a result of
these ~estructive forays against the Navahos. "The majority
of their captains came down to seek peace in the name of
their people, bringing some skins, baskets and other things·
from their country to ransom . . ." their people held as
prisoners. 45 The Spanish were equally desirous of peace.
Warfare had been expensive, and had brought about a serious depletion in the supply of munitiollil. 46 The value of the
plunder was not great and campaigning was a hardship for
the number of fighting men available and their limited
resources.
For a few years New Me~ico enjoyed an uneasy truce
43. Attonio Tafoia' testimony, Ibid. Antonio Ulibarri, on the campaign that he
participated in, saw about 200 Navahos. Ibid.
44. Fray Juan de Tagle, Statement, October 17, 1705. Provo Intern. 36, exped. 5,
f491. Cabildo of Santa Fe, Statement, October 13, 1705, Ibid., f493.
45. Santa Fe Cabildo, February 23, 1706. Ibid., f456.
46. Junta General, February 26, 1706. Ibid., f443. Cuervo to Albuquerque, October
27, 1705. Ibid., f478.
In the spring of 1706 the general picture of conditions in New Mexico was again
. painted in dark shades by Fray Juan Alvares of the Nambe mission, April 7, 1706.
Ibid., f449. Fray Juan Alvares, April 16,.1706. Ibid., f455.
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with these people and trade relations were r~sumedY The
Governor now promoted expansion. He established the new
villa of Albuquerque in the spring of 1706 and refounded the
pueblo of Galisteo for displaced persons from that area. The
settlers at the Bosque of Dona Louisa, or Albuquerque, were
not left to their own devices for security. A squad of ten soldiers with their families were located there to perform the
customary duty of escorting travelers and to protect the new
settlement, "being a main frontier of the barbarous nations
of Chilmos, Gilas and said Faraones"48 Apaches.
The omission of the Navahos in the statement concerning the "barbarous nations" of the frontier implies that they
were not troublesome in the Rio Abajo, and that their main
field for marauding was the Rio Arriba. This means that the
troublemakers had been the Navahos from the northern
Province, and not those who lived on Cebolleta Mountain.
Governor Vargas, a decade earlier, had recommended that a
settlement be located near the Pueblo of Santa Ana "to close
the way to the enemy Apache. . . ."49 If the omission of the
name Navaho by Vargas is taken literally, it would associate
them with Jemez Pueblo only, either in war or peace, insofar
as the Rio Abajo was concerned, a not unreasonable assumption when the whole picture of Navaho relations is viewed.
The truce with the frontier foes did not mean that internal conditions were satisfactory. Rumblings of discontent
among the Pueblos led Governor Cuervo to make the rounds
in May of 1707 in an effort to find the truth and if necessary
to take remedial measures. 50 Perhaps this was an added reason for the decision ',to call in the scattered detachments of
troops that had been stationed at frontier posts and to recon47. Junta General, July 28, 1706. Ibid., f414v. Cuervo, RepOTt, Santa Fe, August,
18, 1706. Hackett, Historical Documents .•• , 3 :381.
48. Cuervo to Albuquerque, April 26, 1705. Pr01J. Intern., exped. 5, f465. The
settlement was made up of 35 families of 252 persons, which I assume included the
soldiers.
.
For a discussion of the settlement of Albuquerque, see Fray Angelico Chavez, "The
Albuquerque Story," New Mexico Magazine (January and February, 1956).
49. Vargas to Galve, January 12, 1693, in Espinosa, First Expedition of Vargas
•••• p. 286.
50. Juan Paez Hurtado to Governor Chac6n, Santa Fe, October 4, 1707. Provo
Intern. 96, exped. 2, f67. Gov. Chac6n took office August 1, 1707. Escalante, op•. cit. '
On October 4, 1707, the Faraone Apaches on the east side struck the Pecos Pueblo.
Juan Paez Hurtado, op. cit.
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centrate them at Santa Fe, a step decided upon in a council
held at Sia on May 18.51
The Navahos were still at peace,52 visiting and trading
with the Pueblos. On March 31, 1708, a delegation of four
arrived at the Pueblo of Santa Clara. They wished to renew
the understanding with the Spanish that they would live in
peace and claimed to hav~ been sent as ambassadors in behalf "of all the captains of the rancherias and mountains of
Navaho."
Santa Clara was in the jurisdiction of the Alcalde Mayor
of Santa Cruz who escorted the visitors to see the Governor
in Santa Fe, Admiral don Joseph Chacon Medina Salazar y
Villasenor, Marques de la Penuela' (1707-1712). He had assumed the reins of office on August 1, 1707. The fall and
winter season was no season for traveling on a goodwill
mission to Santa Fe, so the, Navahos could scarcely b'e expected to react overnight to a change in Spanish administration, hence the lateness of their visit.
Governor Chacon received them graciously. He was more
than pleased to maintain the status quo. As a symbol of the
occasion, the spokesman for the visitors was given a baton.'
This was an early effort to inculcate in the minds of the
Navahos the white man's concept of a final or supr~me voice
of authority in society.53
Unfortunately for both sides, the Navahos soon fell from
grace, a tribute to their inchoate political society. There is no
51. Escalante, op. cit.
52. Fray Antonio de Miranda to Governor Chacon, Laguna, November 25, ,1707.'
Provo Intern. 96, exped. 2, f84.
A general analysis of the military situation at this time indicated that the valley
of the Rto Chama was the entry for Navaho marauders striking at the pueblos in the
Rio Arriba. Ute Indians were dangerous for Taos; Faraone Apaches from the Sandia
Mountain could strike at Galisteo and into the Rio Abajo; Apaches in the Rio Gila area
and Robber's Mountain just north of Socorro wer.e the southwestern menace. Juan
Paez Hurtado to Governor, Santa Fe,' March 26, 1708. Ibid., exped. 2, f135. See also
Captain Felix Martinez, Papers 1699-1712. A. G. 1., Mexico, 60-5-2 (A. C.).
The Pueblo of Santa ·Clara had especially suffered from attacks from Navaho and
Ute. Cubero to Fray Antonio Guerra (Custodio), Santa Fe,' March 9, 1712. New
Mexico Originals,PE6 (E. L.). Juan Paez Hurtado, op. cit.
53. Governor to Duke of Albuquerque, Santa Fe, April 6, 1708. In this same letter,
the Governor mentioned the Moqui, "with whom this nation [Navaho] has continuous
war," hl~t the Navahos were at peace with Zuii~, Hwhere they always enter in peace."
Provo Intern.. 96, exped. 2, f152. Cabildo, "Statement," Santa Fe, April I, 1708. Ibid.,
f150.
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evidence at hand to indicate that the Spanish had done' anything to precipitate hostilities, nor is there a specific reason
advanced for the Navaho behavior. But they were accused
of having broken the peace toward the close of 1708. During
the year 1709 they did attack the frontier settlements, running off horses and cattle and seizing a.few captives. On June.
8 they invaded their sometime friends in the Pueblo of Jemez,
sacked the houses and the church,.and took the items used in
the services. This p;rovoked sharp retaliation:
and although two squadrons of soldiers went to meet them and had
several skirmishes, killing some· of them and wounding many, they
could not make up for the damage done, nor punish them as they deserved becaues they were excessively superior in, number. Since this
occasion the Marques concentrated all the forces of the Province
against them, and without delay pursued them to their own land, and
carrying 'out some successful action, he obliged them to make peace
again. 54

This was only one of five campaigns during the year. The
first one had occurred in February when the Navahos raided,
in the vicinity of Santa Clara Pueblo. On the 21st, the Governor ordered Roque Madrid to assemble the militia and'
pursue them. 55 ·Despite these efforts to punish the enemy, the
Governor confessed in December that a sixth and major effort must be made. Again the veteran campaigner, Roque
Madrld, was called to lead a force of soldiers and Pueblo
Indians into Navaholand-this time in the dead of winter. 56
On one of the campaigns, probably the pursuit that followed. the sack of Jemez Pueblo, Antonio Montoia was. a
participant and recorded his experiences years later in 1745.
.From the Jemez Pueblo to the Province of Navaho, he said,
was thirty leagues, the region being a desert to the west . . . He entered into the Province by the said place [Jemez], and at the entrance
to it there is a large spring of sweet water, not sufficient for irrigation
but it supplies sufficient drinking water for men and horses. From the
spring.,to the northern end of the Province seemed to be about forty
54. Escalante, op. cit.
55. R. E. Twitchell, The Spa.nish Archives of New Mexico, 2:1'66 (Cedar Rapids,
Iowa: The Torch Press, 1914).
'
56. Santa Fe, Decemher 8, 1708. N. M. A., 1707-1711, Document 157. :
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leagues [100· miles] more or less. There are mesas and mountains and
on the former ,there are many small settlements.' The Navahos raise
stock and grow considerable corn, also some beans and squash.. The
natives occupy them'selves in raising thEdr stock and cultivating their
fields. At the time stated the Na·vahos had many horses and sheep.57

On one of the other campaigns, prohably the winter effort
of 1708-1709, Anttonio Tafoiarelated 'that the· expedition
traveled by way of Piedra Alumbre which was about eighteen
leagues (45 miles) from Santa Fe. "There they, saw at a distance about twenty-five Navahos. Pursuing them they killed
about ten or twelve and the others fled to the mountains." 58
, The efforts of Governor Chacon to punish th~ Navahos
brought a temporary peace of four years for the Rio Grande
settlements, but the same basic relation between the antagonists was left for his successor, Don
Ygnacio Flores,
MogollOn (1712-1715), who assumed office October 5, 1712.59
A year later, the, Governor· was notified by· the resident
missionary at San IIdefonsothat tlieNavahos had stolen.
, stock belonging to the Pueblo. He promptly, consulted with
various officials about appropriate action~ Captain Alphonso .-'
Rael de Aguilar favored immediate pursuit and punishment
for the culprits.· If action were delayed until spririgtime, he
argued, the horses would be in poor condition for military
action. Thomas Holguin, Alcalde Mayor of Santa Cruz, favoredsuspended judgment:. it should first ,be determined
whether or not the Navahos were the guilty,party or 'whether
some other Indians had stolen the stock. No names were mentioned, but the region was, open for attacks from both Ute
and Comanche warriors. Captain Holg'uin was so conservative that he even suggested that action be delayed until instructions had been received from the Viceroy, He probably

Juan

57. C6dallos y Rabal, "Testimonio. . • '." I judge this spring to be the one known
in later times as Ojo Amarillo, near the head 'of Canon Largo. '
58. Ibid.i suspect that some of Governor Chacon's efforts to punish the Navahos
did not necessarily mean an actua~ invasion of the Province of Navaho.
A report on the news from New Mexico includes the statement: '-concerning how
the Apaches of Navaho attacked the presidio and Pueblos of El Paso and even New
Mexico and ·the measures taken. for their repulse. . . :~ Provo Intern. 86, exped. 2,
f91v. I am very skeptical that the Navahos ever attacked El Paso.
Conditions in New Mexico for the year 1709 are also commented on in La Junta
General (Viceregal), May 28, 1710. Ibid., exped. 3, f331.
59., Escalante, op. cit. '
'
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reasoned ,that the loss of a fewhead,of stock was preferable
t(:>'provoking general hostilities with the Navahos, only a few
of whom might have been the guilty persons.
General Juan Paez Hurtado advised that the, robbers,
should be trailed to the Santa Clara Mountain. I! found to be
Navahos, they should be punished, as promptly as had been,
done in 1709, when they had taken stock from Chimayo
Canyon, that is, the region of Santa Cruz. The' Governor
finally accepted the moderate view ofdetermining first who
was guilty of the outrage.
The robbers' were trailed "to the place called the Piedra
Alumbre which is where they enter and leave [the settlement] and were recognized to be Navahos whohadentered;
they Wl?re more than fifteen in number." Captain Crist6bal
de la Serna was ordered on October 22 to take the field with
, a contingent
of fifty presidiaJ.. soldiers, twenty militiamen,
.
•
r
and 150 Pueblo allies. It was to be a major effort to punish
the Navahos. If they fled to the more remote part of their
Province near the Rio San 'Juan, the Captain had instructions
to pursue them all the way: However, the way was left open
for minimum use of the force. If the enemy would'release
'Pueblo Indian captives, peace talks could be opened. 60
, Blas Martin, a militiaman from Santa Cruz del Ojo
Caliente, participated in this campaign and recorded his
observations in later years. The expedition assembled' at
J ernez Pueblo.
, He saw a spring at the entrance to the Province [of Navaho] which
,flowed about fifty paces. He entered the Province about fifteen leagues
(38 miles) . . . . The Indians retreated from danger but they seized
about thirty and burned all the corn fields. He saw no more water than
a seepage in the place that they call the gashed Itaxada] rock. The
water flows and from it they irrigate some garden plots which they,
plant in season with considerable corn, squash (pumpkin) and melons.
They live on the summits of the mesas for security against the Co60. N. M. A .• 1713-1714, Document 199. Escalante mentions the campaign, ope cit.
IBancroft gives the figure of 400 men for this expedition. Arizona and New ~e::cico, p.
232. Aguilar recalled in '1745 that about '500 men were involved; Both figures seem too
high. Aguilar also stated that they seized ,about 3'00 sheep, and that the Utahs were'
dangerous to the -Navahos. C6dallos y Rabal. "Testimonio. . . ." The presence of a
garrison troop at Santa C1~ra Pueblo was no deterrent to raiders.' Captain Madrid
,resided there. N. M. A., 17i3-1714, Docume:"'t 191. '
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manches aridUtahs. From the spring of Our Lady, at the entrance to
the Province to the Rio Grande [Rio San Juan] by the route he traveled
was about thirty leagues '(75 miles) from west [north?] to south. The
Navahos sow some eorn and squash ~n the' banks of the said river. 61

This evidence ,of Navaho well-qeing makes one 'wonder
why they found it profitable to excite the Spanish by initial
attacks. The answer is still the assumption that they lacked
political cohesion, so that a few men' would be tempted to
steal sheep in the Rio Grande Valley while the majority of
their, kinsmen were quite content to remain at peace-and
there was no direct relationship between the two. At any'
rate, the campaign launched' by; Governor Mogo1l6n 'did
not bring permanent peace any more ~than did those of his
predece,ssors,
Hostilities again broke out in March of 1714. On ,this
occasion a leader of the Jemez folk had been killed by the
Navahos. The Governor dispatched Captain Madrid against
them with a force of fifty soldiers, some militiamen and,a
contingent of 212 Pueblo warriors. Madrid took the route up
the Chama'Valley by way of the Piedra Lumbre, probably
crossing the river at El Vado and without doubt keeping well
south of the Rio San Juan, seeking the Navahos as usual on
their mesa topS.62 The expedition returned by way of Jemez
Pueblo. As BIas Martin recalled, they traveled about twenty
,leagues from the Piedra Lumbre to the Province of Navaho.
"In this district there is a small lake which appeared to be
rain water, and in some canyons they'found some hollows
'with rain water which the Indians preserved with sand
dykes." He also stated that they lived on mesa tops for pro- ,
tection against, their, enemies the Utahs and, C~manches.
,

,

61. C6dallos Y Rabal, c~Testimonio. . . ~" The ms. direction reads: del poniente a1
media dia.
At. this time the Governor consulted with his ecclesiastical 'and civil advisers conceriling the practice' of pai~ting the face and wearing ·headdress that made it difficult
to distinguish ~he Pueblo folk from the frontier folk, Divided' counsel resulted in' ref~r- '
ring the question to .the Viceroy. The Pueblos were suspected of committing depreda, tiona that were then~ attributed to the pagans. The 'p'roof advanced was thei~ possession
of some-horses and Spanish armor. It- was -argued however that they secured these items
from the pagans thro~gh barter in times of peace. Escalante, op. cit, A long letter by
Fray Antonio Miranda of Acoma is quoted by Escalante as one point of view on this
problem of the Pueblo folk.
62. Escalante,op. cit. Escalante implies that this was only part of the story.
H
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"Their houses are built wholly of stone and mud plaster [terrado]. They make so~e wool blankets and baskets and some
buckskins which they trade" with the Pueblo folk,63
Captain Madrid attacked the Navahos at different locations and managed to capture seven, kill about thirty, and
to carry away about 200 fanegas of corn, some other grain,
and 110 head of sheep.64 This quantity of plunder was a good
reward for the expense involved and represented a greater
loss for the Navahos than what some of them had gained
from raiding.in the Rio Grande Valley.
Due to chronic illness, Governor Flores appointed an acting governor in October of 1715. The person chosen for the
responsibility was Felix Martinez, Captain of the Presidio
and Regidor of the ·Cabildo. 65 .Under his administration, the
Navaho situation continued to be abo'ut the same. In October
of 1716 he sent Captain Christ6bal de la Serna of the Santa
Fe presidio with a contingent of forty soldiers, some militiamen and the usual' contingent of Pueblo fighters. The total
was about 400 men. They traveled by way of Jemez Pueblo.
The entrance of the Province, according to Antonio Ulibarri,
was about fifteen leagues from Jemez, a distance without any·
inhabitants, although marked. with many mesas and moun~
tains. TheY penetrated the Province for about twenty leagues
to a place that they called Los Penolitos, "where they had a
fight with the said pagan Indians. They killed six Indians and
seized about 200 head of sheep. He saw some Indians fleeing
forthe mesas.'; The expedition returned by wa;y of Jemez. 66
Antonio Ulibarri had 'participated in an unusual campaign as he realized. with the passing of the years. The
seventeenth century heritage of warfare between the Spanish and the Navaho now came to an end. They lived in peace
with one another for over half a century. Antonio Montoia .
63. C6dallos y Rahal, "Testimonio. . . ."
The mention of a small lake on the route to the Province indicates that they
crossed the Rio Chama at EI Vado and passed hy Horse Lake.
Juan Bigil (or Vigil) estimated the distance from the Piedra Lumbre to the
Province at fifteen leagues. Ibid.
.
64. Escalante, op. cit.
65. Ibid. Governor Martinez served until January 20,1717. Juan Paez Hurtado was
acting governor until Valverde arrived. B. N. M., leg. 3.
66. C6dallos y Rahal, "TestirilOnio. . . .".
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attributed this peace. to pressure from the Utahs and Comanches upon the Navahos who in turn were anxious to
maintain peace with 'and even to be safeguarded by the
Spanish. 67 The same two tribes were also pressing against
the Jicarilla Apaches who in turn were falling back from the
northeast upon the Spanish for protection. 68 But this was not
the whole of the story.
.
. Ifthe basic reason for the hostilities between the Navahos
and the Spanish' had been the predatory desire 'of the latter,
to secure booty, there was no signifi.cant development in the
decade ot'the 1720's to bring about a change in Spanish be..:
havior. If anything, they should ·have. had more interest in
booty since th~y' had been complaining of poverty. If the
basis for the fighting lay in the predatory tendencies of the
Navahos, the destructive raids of the Spanish could account
for the Indians' eventual willingness to live at peace with
them. An inconstancy in behavior has often been attributed'
to the Indian in general by the white man throughout their'
history of conflict. If this were a true interpretation of Indian character, it would be difficult to account for a period of
peace between the Navahos and the Spanish and Pueblo people that now lastedfor a half century. One must conclude that
the Navahos had been the aggressors and had been getting
the worst of the deal in the guerrilla warfare since the days,
of Governor De Vargas. 69 To this' can be added the contemporary judgment that pressure from other.foes gave. the
. Navahossometliing else to think about than raiding the' valley of the Rio Grande. The warfare had worked a hardship
on the Spanish, so the era of peace was a pleasing respite for'
both parties.
.
.
67. Both these witnesses are speaking as of 1745, but their testimony is correct in
,regard to peace. Governor Juan Domingo de Bustaman~e made a peaceful entrada
during his administration (1722-31). C6dallos y' Rabl'l, "Testimonio. . . ." There is rio
mention of any trouble in Bustamante's residencia. nor in Goverhor Olavid's (17371739) residencia. Ne;;'. Mexico Originals, PE 17. There is no mention of trouble with
the Navahos after the campaign of 1715,in H. H. Bancroft, Arizona and New Mexico
(San Francisco, 1888).
68. See document's in AlfredB. Thom.:s, ed., After Coronadl>: S'panish explorations
northeast 'of New Mexico, 1696-1727, pp, 115, ,208. Norman: Universtiy of Oklahoma
'Press, 1935.
.I '
. ' ,
69. See Frank D. Reeve, "Seventeenth Century Navaho-Spanish Relations," New
.Mexicl> Historical Review, vol. I, ·no: 1 (Jan';ary, 1957).'
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Another reason for a long period of peace in the
eighteenth ~entury can· be assumed from present-day studies
of Navaho characteristics. They are a people who admire individual initiative and thrift, but are cool toward the practice
of securing too large an amount of worldly goods per person:
"to have either too much or· too little gives grounds for
suspicion on the part of" one's neighbors. 70 The possession of
sheep in the eighteenth century; acquired from the Spanish,
and· their older farm economy provided them with a liveli~
hood that made less necessary the raiding of settlements in
the Rio Grande Valley. They could have material comfort.
without ·seeking to become "millionaires," especially since
they are credited with psychologica~ values in living that
mitigate the urge for material ppssessions.

70. Clyde Kluckhohn, "A Navaho Personal Document with a Brief Paretian Analysi~,"
Southwestern Journal
of Anthropology, vol. 1, p.
275 (1945).
•
"
f

Notes and Documents
The checklist which follows is designed to facilitate reference to a rich and varied collection of travel essays, never
reprinted, dealing with life in the Southwest-Mexico and
Texas in the early days of the nineteenth century. It is hoped
that the list will both call attention'to the. essays and enable
them to be located without a search of entire files of the New
Orleans Daily Picayune, where they once appeared.
They were printed between December, 1819, and September, 1841, and complete files of the issues concerned are
available in the New Orleans Public Library, and in more
scattered form in the offices of the paper's present day descendant, the Times-Picayune.
The essays' form is epistolary, their style highly descriptive and informal, and their immediacy and wealth of
historical detail make them an outstanding record of .life
during the exploration of the old Southwest. Judging by the
style and references made, a great majority of the essaysthose headed "Prairie Sketches" and "Rocky Mountain
Sketches"-are by Matthew C. Field.
DEREK

Yale University
HEADING

COLVILLE

DATE

TITLFJ

Approaching St. Fernandez:'Valley of Taos
Fri., Dec. 6, 18391
Sat., Dec. 7, 1839
A Salt Pond
none
Prairie Sketches C.ouncil Gr'ove (Santa
Fe Route)
Tues., Dec. 10; 1839

PG.

COL •.

none

,

/

1
2

4
4

2

2

1. There are no travel letters in the Daily Picayune prior to this 'date. (File July"
December 1837 missing.)
.
N.B. The following note· appears in the issue of December 11, 1839, page 2.
column 4:
Rocky Mountain Sketches.
(The sketches of the mountains and the prairie that have appeared in the paper
during the· last week are from the pen of a late traveller to those parts now engaged
upon our sheet. They are· not [f] ancy sketches, but rather fanciful relations of real
incidents, and although written to amuse~ they contain certain useful information to.all
who feel an interest in the Santa Fe trade, or who have any curiosity touching ,the
mann.ers, customs, modes of travel,· dangers etc. among the mountains and the great
prairies of the West.)
,
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Our First Buffalo
Wed., Dec. 11, 1839
Hunt
A Butchering
Thurs., Dec. 12, 1839
"
"
The Wild Horse (Walnut
"
"
Creek)
Fri., Dec. 13, 1839
Rock;y Mountain, The Ascent-The Night
Camp,
Sun., Dec. 15, 1839
Sketches
Ojo Colorado or Red Eye
"
"
(Taos)
Sat., Dec. 21, 1839
The Grizzly Bear
Fri., Dec. 27, 1839
"
Santa Fe-..:-Its Ladies
none
and Shops
Sat., Jan. 4, 1840
Fording the Arkansas (return
Prairie Sk.
from Santa Fe)
Fri., Jan. 10, 1840
The Lost Dog
Wed., Jan. 15, 1840
"
"
A Fandango in
"
"
Sarita Fe
Fri., Jan. 17, 1840
The Night Guard-The
"
"
Attack
Fri., Jan. 24, 1840'
The Burning Prairie
Wed., Jan. 29, 1840
"
"
The Burnt Prairie
Fri.,Jan.31,1840
"
"
Poem Night on the
"
"
Prairie'
Sun., Feb. 2, 1840 '
Sat., Feb. 8, 1840 '
Death,of Bernardo
"
"
Valentine's Defeat
Sun., Feb. 9, 1840
"
"
A Burial in Taos
Rocky Mt. Sk.
(St. Fernandez)
Sat., Feb. 15, 1840
The Fire Jump (Taos to
"
"
Santa Fe)
Sun., Feb. 16, 1840'
Maria Rome'ro
Fri., Feb. 21, 1840
"
"
The Buffalo
Sun., Feb. 23, 1840
Prairie Sk.
Battle of the Ranch
Rocky Mt. Sk.
(Santa Fe)
Fri., Feb. 28, 1840
A Sto'rm
Sun., Mar. 1, 1840
Prairie Sk.
The Dying Murderer Thurs., Mar. 5, 1840
Rocky Mt. Sk.
Montezuma's Treasure
"
"
(Taos)
Wed., Mar. 11, 1840 '
Las Tres Marias
Fri., Mar. 13, 1840
Prairie Sk.
The
Indian
Fort
Tues.,
Mar. 17, 1840
"
"
' Fri., Mar. 20, 1840
The' Blind Buffalo
"
"
,The Sacred Fire
Rocky Mt. Sk.
(Santa Fe)
Thurs., Mar. 26, 1840
Thurs., Apr. 2,1840 '
The Cache
Prairie Sk.
The Lost ,Track
Wed., Apr. 8, 1840
"
"
Camanches (San
"
"
Miguel)
Sat., Apr. 11, 1840

"

"

2
2

5
3

2

4

2

4

2
2

4
4

2

4

2
2

4
3

2

4

2
'2
2

3
4
4

2
2
2

4
4
4

2

4

2
2
2

3
3
3

2
2
2

4
3
,4

2
2
2
2

3
4
4
4

2
2
2

4
3
3

'"

2

,

3
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Rocky Mt. Sk.

"

"

Prairie S'k.
Rocky Mt. Sk.
Prairie Sk.··

."

"

Rocky Mt. Sk.
Prairie Sk.
. Rocky Mt. Sk.
Prairie Sk.

"
"

"

"
"
"

"
"

. Scenes in
Santa Fe

"
"

"
"

Prairie Sk.
Scenes in S.F.

"

"

"
."
"

"
".

Prairie Sk.
Scenes in S.F.
Prairie Sk.

"

"
"

"

"

"
"

"

Scenes in S.F.
Prairie Sk.

"
"

"
".

"
."

"

"

"
"
"

Rocky Mt. Sk.

Santa Fe (Santa Fe) ,Fri., Apr. 17, 1840
Senora Toulous
(Santa Fe)
Sat., Apr. 18, 1840
A Sunday in San
Miguel
Sun., Apr. 26, 1840
The Fairy Lake
\ Fri., May 1, 1840
An Alarming Recontre Tues., May 5, 1840
A Cool Greeting-The
Santa Fe Trade
Sat., May 16, i840
The Snow Cliff
Sat., May 23, 1840
Night Guarding
Fri., June 5, 1840
Timoteo (Santa Fe)
Fri., June 19, 1840
Disheartened Travellers
Returning (Council Grove, .
near Independence) Sun., June 28, 1840
Robbery of Ft. William Sun., July 12, 1840
Pueblo de Leche
Tues., July 14,1840
Buffalo Chase
Sun., July 26,1840
The Sand Hills
Fri., Aug. 7, 1840
The Monte Bank
Thurs."Aug. 13, 1840
Sat., Aug. 15, 1840
The Smugglers.
A Wedding
Thurs., Aug. 20, 1840
Jim Rogers
Sat., Aug. 29, 1840
A Night Row
Sun., Sept. 6, 1840
Fri., Sept. 18, 1840
A Trader's Shop
An Old Bull
Wed., Sept. 23, 1840
An Arrival
Thurs., Oct. 1, 1840
The Ratone
Sat., Oct. 3, 1840
Big Timber
Sun., Oct. 11, 1840
The River Styx
Wed., Oct. 21, 1840
A Night Scene
Tues., Oct. 27, 1840 .
Legend of Pawnee Rock Sun., 1':fov.15, 1840
.Sun., Nov. 22, 1840
Dog Towns
Evening
Thurs., Nov. 26, 1840
Sham Indians
Thurs:, Dec. 3, 1840
Independence
Sun., Dec. 13, 1840
About an Old Woman and
a Pipe
Wed., Dec. 23, 1840
The Rancheros
Wed., Dec. 30, 1840
The Deserted Village .
Sat., Jan. 9, 1841
A Duel Without Seconds Sat., Jan. 16, 1841
Imallahokes
Wed., Jan. 20, 1841
,Adam and Eve
Wed., Feb. 3, 1841
A Mexican Inn
Thurs., Feb. 18, 1841

2

4

2

4

2
2
2

4
4
3

2
2
2
2

3
4
4
4

2
2
2
2'
2

3
3
4
3
4

2
3
2
4
4
2
2
4
2
4
2
4
4
2
2 .4
4
2
2
4
2
4
2
4
2
4
4
2
2
4
2
3
2
4
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

4
3
3
3
3
4
3
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Lazy Hasey
Sat., Apr. 10, 1841
The
Lost
Man
Thurs.,
Apr:22, 1841
"
Wed., May 12, 1841
Cotton Wood Grove
"
The Route to
"
"
Santa Fe
Thurs., June 17, 1841
Editorial Correspondence signed G.W.K.
(Camp Caznean; Texas)
Sat., July 17,1841
Prairie Sk.
Trappers Trapped by
Crows .
Thurs~, Aug. 5, 1841
Crows
and
"
"
Arrappachos
Sun., Sept. 26, 1841
none
A Greenroom Prairie
Sketch-The Drama
lup.ong the Crows
Wed., Sept. 29, 1841
Prairie Sk.

";,

'*

*

2
2
2

4
4
'3

2

4

2

4

2

3

2

4

2

3
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University of New Mexico, Special Collections*
ALBUQUERQUE WOOL SCOURING MILLS.

Minutes or Dir:ector'8 Meetings,

1900-1914.
1 volume.
A handwritten volume containing minut~s of meeti~gs of the Directors
of the Albuquerque Wool Sceuring Mills, 18 August 1900 to 2 June 1914.

,

duque de, collector. Documents Pertaining to the Alburquerque Family, 1462-1731.

ALBURQUERQUE, BELTRAN OSORIO Y DlEZ RIVERA,

.

Photoprints of the originals in the archives of the Alburquerquefamily.
17 photoprints.
'
Photoprints of mercedes, titulos, autorizaciones, concesiones, cartelas,
mandamientos, testamentos, etc., 1462-1731, ass~mbled by the 18th duke
of Alburquerque and relating to his ancestors. Includes: Merced 0 donacion de la villa de Alburquerque hecha por el rey Enrique IV' a Don
Beltran de la Cueva, 1464; Felipe' IV ailUncia al VIII duque virrey de
Nueva Espana el nacimiento del P~incipe Felipe P~ospero, 1650; AIgunas disposiciones .del testamento del X Duque de Alburquerque sobre
su enterramiento, resposteros 1731.
ALVAREZ, MANUEL. Memorandum Book, c~.,i834-1844.
. Photoprint of the orh!;inal.
1 volume. (153 pages)
"Este librocontiene algunos discursos, frases, sentencias .. . . y notas
sacadas de varias obras que pienso ser utH tener· presentes. . . . 28
Diciembre 1834." (quoted from the first page of the book) Alvarez was
United States Consul at Santa Fe; New Mexico.
• Compiled by Albert James Diaz, Special CoIlections Librarian.
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ANDREWS,. WILLIAM HENRY,

1842-1919, collector. Scrapbooks, ca. ·1910-

1913.

2 volumes, 1 file box.
Newspaper' clippings and scrapbooks containing newspaper clippings
relating to ,New Mexico's admission to the: Union, ca. 1910-1913. Andrews came to New Mexico from Pennsylvania in 1902 and was a
delegate to. Congress from 1905 to'1912.
1842-1919. Statement and Papers Relating
to the New M hico.Constitution, 1911.
l·file box.
Printer's copy of pages 114~366 of the u. S. Congress, House Committee on the Territories, Constitution for the Proposed. State of New
Mexico, Le. "Statement of Hon. William H. Andrews, delegate from the
Territory of New Mexico," and letters, ~ffi.davits, telegrams, etc., concerning. the legality of the election for ratification of the Constitution
held on 21 January 191L
1

ANDREWS, WILLIAM HENRY,

collector. Ztirzuelas.
17 linear feet.
Manuscript arid printed musical scores, .lyrics, and dramatic prose ,of
zarzuelas (a type of Spanish light opera, generally comic in nature, in
which music and dialogue usually alternate) given in Arizona and
New Mexico early in the present century. They were found in Jerome,
Arizona, having been left there by members of the Areu family, Cuban
perfor~ers believed to have presented zarzuelas in the Southwest,· ca.
1910-1930. Approximately one hundred zarzuelas are represented. .

AREU, MANUEL,

Stock I YaJrds
Records, 1920's.
1 file box.
,.
Live stock record books, time books, station records of live stock unloading for feed and rest, etc. at the Santa· Fe stock yards at Albuquerque and Abajo, 1920's.
ATCHISON, TOPEKA AND SANTA FE RAILWAY COMPANY.

1840-1914. Journals, 188,0-1893.
A ·.carbon copy of the typed transcript of the original manuscript in
the Museum of NewMexico, Santa Fe. '
6 volumes.
Bandelier,began his anthropological exploration of New Mexico in 1880
and was a· resident of Santa: Fe from 1885 to 1892. These journals
relate to his explorations in the Southwest.

BANDELIER, ADOLPH FRANCIS ALPHONSE,

1840-1914. Sketches.
Tracings of 158 sketches in Bandelier's Journals, 1880~1893 (manuscript) in the Museum of New Mexico, Santa Fe.
BANDELIER, ADOLPH FRANCIS ALPHONSE,

BEIGER,W. M., c·ollector. Photographs, ca. 1885-1920.
1 folder.
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. Miscellaneous photographs of New Mexico, ca. 1885-1920. (1) Interior
of Congregational Church after rebuilding, 1893; (2) David Ross Boyd,
5th President,· University of New Mexico; (3) Front Street, "New"
Albuquerque (n.d.) ;. (4) "Volunteer Hose and Fire Company when fair
grounds were in Old Town"; (5) Capt. Jack W. Crawford, Indian scout
and poet, San Marcial, N. M.; (6) View of Kingston, N. M., 1887;(7)
Pupils and instructors ·of the U. S. Indian School, 1890; (8) Railroad
workers (n.d.); (9) Cowboys eating on the range. These photographs
are ·the work of several photographers-J. Fortin, M. B. Howard and
Wm. P. Carter of Albuquerque; J. C. Burke of Kingston and A. E.
Rinehart of Denver, Colorado.
BENT, CHARLElS, 1797-1847. Correspondence, 1839-1846.
Microfilm copies of original letters in the Benjamin M. Read Collection·
in the library of the Historical Society of New Mexico, Santa Fe.
1 reel. (letters numbered from 39 to 93)
Correspondence, 1839-1846, with Manuel Alvarez, U. S. Consul in
Santa Fe. Bent was a general merchandiser in New Mexico and Civil
Governor, 1846-1847.
See: Frank D. Reeve, "The Charles Bent Papers," New Mexico Historical Review, 29 (1954), 234-239, 311-317; 30 (1955), 154-167; 252254,340-352; 31 (1956),75-77,157-164,251-253 for a published version
of the letters.
. .
BERGERE, ALFRED M. Scrapbqok, ca. 1883-1915.
.Photoprint of the original.
1 volume. (78 pages)
A scrapbook devoted to events in New Mexico, ca. 1883-1915; primarily
clippings on the death, funeral and will of Solomon Luna (Bergere was
married to Eloisa Luna, Solomon's sister) ; the death of Maximiliano
Luna;' the shooting of Manuel B. Otero; and birth and death notices of
various members of. the Luna and Berger~ families. Bergere was
active in Valencia county politics and in the Republican Central Com~
mittee. In later life he lived in Santa Fe where he was clerk of the
district court of the first judicial district.
BLAZER, JOSEPH H., 1828-1898.'Business Records, 1871-1896.
.
10·volumes.
Miscellaneous business records of Blazer's Mill, a mill located in Jy.lescalero, LinGoln County, New Mexico. The mill was operated by Joseph
H. Blazer during most of the period that these records encompass. It
was later operated by A. N.·Blazer who was also a general merchandiser, Indian trader and Justice of the Peace in Mescalero. The records
include time books, bl~tters, sales books;. grist mill accounts, and
Journals.
. .
.
"Dr. Joseph H. Blazer was a close witness to many exciting events of
the Lincoln County War. In 1867 Blazer drifted into Lincoln County and
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traded a freighting outfit for a sawmill at Mescalero, known' thereafter
as Blazer's 'MilL The mill had been operated even prior to. the Mexican
War of 1846. Lumber from the mill'was used in the construction and
. repair of buildings at Fort Davis and.Fort Bliss, Texas, and Fort Selden and Fort Stanton in New Mexico. . . . Blazer's Mill has a permanent place in New Mexico history because it was the scene of the
killings of "Buckshot" Roberts on April 4, 1878." (William A. Keleher,
Violence in Lincoln County, 1869-1881. Albuquerque: University of
,New Mexico Press, 1957, p.134)
BOND (FRAN'K) & -SON, INC. Business Records, ·ca.,1900-1940.
2 filing cabinets, 13 file drawers, 80 volumes.
Business records of Frank: Bond & Son, Inc.; dealers in wool, sheep,
cattle, .and general. merchandise. Includes records of early Bond estab-·
lishments, principally in Espanola and Encino as.well as later interests
throughout the state-22 copy books, 1902-1918; 7 sheep' notebooks,
1918-1927; 13 file drawers of correspondence, 1927-1937; income tax
returns; checkbooks; leases; ledgers; journals; cattle accounts; sheep
accounts; contracts; purchase ordlilr's; vouchers; etc. Frank Bond &
Son, Inc.· was established shortly after. Frank Bond moved .from
Espanola to Albuquerque in 1925. It organized and incorporated many
of the interests which grew out of the merchandise establishment purchase'd by Frank and George Bond in 1883 a year after they arrived in
New Mexico.
BOND, MARSHALL, collector. Miscellanea Relating to Billy the Kid..
1 folder. (33 items)
Letters, notes, photographs and newspaper clippings relating to a trip
taken by Governor and Mrs. Miguel Otero, Marshall Bond and Marshall
Bond, Jr. in the mid 1920's for the purpose of investigating events. in
the life of Billy the Kid in connection with Otero's book, The Real Billy
the Kid, which was dedicated to' Bond and used photographs taken by
him on this trip. Includes correspo'ndence between Otero and. Bond,
1926-1928, and between Deluvina Maxwell an:d Bond, 1926-1927; an
. envelope containing, "Notes' on Billy the· Kid by 'Marshall Bond, Sr.,
'1926"; imd photographs of Jeff, John, Pitzer and Jim Chisum, Colonel
Dudley, Billy the Kid, Charlie and Manuela .Bowdre, Ash Upson, Pat
Garrett,' Jim Brent,John Poe and Deluvina Maxwell.
BOURKE, .fOHN GREGORy,'1843-1896. Diary, 1869-1896.' .
84 volumes., Photoprint of th~ oriiPnal) diary (126 volumes) in the
Library of the U. S. Military Academy, West Point..
Approximately, three-fourths of the entries are in Bourke's handwriting-field-notes, ethnological data, campaign records, and day-to-day
events; a fifth of the entries consist of clippings and miscellanea-general army orders, newspaper clippings, travel data, programs, menus,
etc.; the rest of the diaryis devoted to drawings by Bourke-maps, cos-
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tumes, artifacts, and architectural d.etails. Bourke was an officer in the
U. S. Army.during the years covered by the diary.. He served in the
Southwest from 1869 to 1875 and intermittently during the 1880's and
1890~.
.
See: Lansing L. Bloom, editor, "Bourke on the Southwest," New Mexico
Historical Review, 8 (1933), 1-30; 9 (1934), 33-77, 159-183, 273-289,
375-436; 10 (1935), 1-35, 271-322; 11 (i936), 77-122, 188-207,217-282;
,12 (1937), 41-77, 337-379; 13 (1938), 192-328, for a published version
6f portions of this diary.
I

BREECE LUMBER AND SUPPLY COMPANY,

.

Albuquerque. Business Records,

ca. 1890-1925.
41 packets in one box.
Business records of the Breece Lumber and Supply Company, ca. 1890-'
1925. Eighteen packets containing contracts, state patents, deeds, abstracts and certificates of land titles,originals of old contracts with
the Santa Fe railway, minute books, etc. Twenty-three packets', of
individual deeds and documents.
BROOKS, GEORGElL. Letters, 1884-1898.
26 volumes.
Bound copies of business letters written by George L. Brooks, 18841893. According to the Albuquerque City Directory, 1896, Brooks was
general live stock agent for the western division of the Atchison,
Topeka and Santa Fe.
BRYAN; RICHARD WILLIAM DICKINSON, 1849-1913. Papers, ca. 1876-1910.
2 file boxes.
Papers of R. W. D. Bryan, ca. 1876-1910, primarily relating to his law
practice in Albuquerque and to the Albuquerque Indian School of which
he was superintendent for a time. InCludes official correspondence of
his son George who was the University of New Mexico' student football
manager in 1920. Bryan was a 'member of the Hall Arctic Expedition,
1871-1873. H.e came to New Mexico in 1882 to serve as superintendent
of the Albuquerque Indian School.
BURG, DOLORES' ( OTERO). Photograph Album, ca. 1900.
'1 volume.
.
A personal photograph album filled. with f~mily photographs and
inscribed, "A Merry, Joyous Christmas and a Happy N~w Year to my
dear Dolores. . . . Dec. 25, 1900." Mrs. Burg was the daughter 'of
Mariano S. and Filomena Otero Perea Otero and the wife of John
Baron Burg.
BURG, JOHN. BARON,

. 1988.
5 volumes.
(

.

1878-1943. Scrapbooks and Photographs, 1911-
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(1) Scrapbook of politics in New Mexico, 1911-1913; (2) Scrapbook of
a dispute between Burg and the Albuquerque City· Commission regarding the lighting franchise, 1923; (3) Scrapbook of the 1936 election
in New Mexico in which BiIrg successfully ran for District Attorney
of the 7th Judicial District (Valencia, Catron, Sierra and Socorro
counties); (4) Scrapbook of newspaper articles· by Burg, "Valencia
County, Its Past History," 1937-1938; (5) Photograph album.
Burg, a lawyer, came to Albuquerque in 1906, served as probate judge
of Bernalillo county, member of the first state legislature·of New
Mexico, and distriCt attorney of th~ 7th judicial district.
BURSUM, HOLM OLAF, 1867-. Papers, 1918-1936.
4 file boxes,
Box 1. Personal letters, 1918-1936; political affairs, 1921-1936; personal business transactions, 1921-1936; papers relating to the Committee on the Conservation and Administration· of the Public Do.main,
1934-1936;· invalid pensions, 1925; war veteran pensions, 1925-1935;
Rio Grande Supply Company, transactions, 1918-1921.
Boxes 2-3. Bills and resolutions, United States Seriate, and correspondencepertaining to same.
Box 4. Data relating to the appointment of H. O. Bursum as United
States Senator to fill" the· vacancy caused by the resignation of Albert
B. Fall; Miscellaneous.
.
.
Bursum came to New Mexico in 1881 and eventually settled in Socorro
where he was a sheep and cattle rancher. After being in politics for
many years and holding several offices, he served as United States
Senator, 1921-1925.
CATRON, THOMAS BENTON, 1840-1921. Catron Collection.
9,574 printed volumes.
·Papers, ca. 1878-1915. 137 file boxes, 122 letter boxes, 105 volumes, 100
pamphlets, 7 file drawers.
'
Personal letters of T. B. Catron and members of his family and legal
firm; correspondence and case records of his legal firm; miscellaneous
records of commercial firms in which Catron was interested; ·papers of
the Republican State Central Committee; papers of· Catron as U. S.
Senator, case recorq.s of the U. S. Court of Private Land Claims.
Catron, a lawyer, businessman and politician, came to New Mexico in
1866. He served as United States Senator, 1912-1917. The papers
iIlClude"':'- .
. . . . .
.
Corresponden·ce. Catron and Catron letter press books, 1888-1923 (30
volumes) ; Catron and Catron fetters, 1910-1912(6 file boxes) ; General
file, 1885-1912 (65 file boxes); T. B. Catron letter press books, 18861912 (31 volumes); Robert C. Gortner letter press books, 1891-1910
(11 volumes).
. .
Case and land· title records. Catron and Catron, 1913-1917 (6 filing
cases); U. S. Court of Private Land Claims, 1891-1903 (45 file boxes).
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Political papers. Political campaigns, New Mexico, 1878-1906 (1 file
·box); Miguel A. Otero papers, 1901-1905 (1 file box); Republican
Central Committee of New Mexico, correspondence and papers, 1916
. (31 file boxes).
Senatorial papers. T. B. Catron, correspondence as U. S. Senator, 19121915 (51 file boxes); Post office appointments in New Mexico, 19121915 (9 file boxes) ; Tariff data, 1912-1915(8 file boxes).
Business firms. American Valley Company, correspondence, 1900-1902
(3 file boxes, 2 volumes) ; Aztec Mining Company, financial statements
and ledger, 1884-1889; Southwestern Lumber and Railway Company,
minute books, 1875-1901 (3 volumes).
.
Other persons. Correspondence and papers of A. L. Bergere, 1921-1923;
Price R. Cross, 1918-1925; Benigno C. Hernandez, 1914-1916; Isaac E.
Jewett, 1864-1868; Frank Owen, 1912-1914; O. C. Watson,' 1909-1910;
Samuel Ellison, 1863~1889 (1 file box each).
Miscellany. T. B. Catron personal papers, 1863-1921 (1 file box) ; T. B.
Catron notebooks, 1863-1899 (7 volumes).
e

CHAVEZ, JOSEFElLIPE. Papers; ca. 1850-1905.
1 file box, 2 letter boxes, 1 ledger..
Correspondence, accounts, ledger, etc., ca. 1850-1905, of J. F. Chavez,
a trade and merchandise agent in Belen and Santa Fe, New Mexico.
CLARKE, CHARLES FRANCIS, 1827-1862. Papers, 1847-1882.
1 file box.
These papers consist chiefly of personal letters written by C. F. Clarke,
an army officer, to his wife, Mary, and his parents, and after Clarke's
death in 1862, of letters written by his widow and five children to Anne
Clarke, his mother, until her death in 1873. Most of the letters are
addressed from various western military establishments, chiefly Fort
Riley, Kansas, and Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. A few are addressed
from Taos, New Mexico. Clarke, an Englishman, came to the United
States in 1847 and spent m~st of his adult life in the U. S. Army. In
1850, he married Mary McGowan who had come to the United States
from Ireland upon the death of her father.
See: Herbert Oliver Brayer, ed., To Form a More Perfect Union, the
lives of Charles Francis and Mary Clarke from their letters, 1847-1871.
(Albuquerque, University of New Mexico Press, 1941)
COBB, WILLIAM H. Cobb Memorial Collection.
2 file drawers.
Approximately 2300 photographs of nineteenth century New Mexicoearly families, wedding pictures, school groups, fraternal groups,
church activities, sports, railroads, ranching, early Albuquerque town
and landscape sce~es, state and territorial fairs, parades, etc. These .
photographs we.re taken by William H. and Eddie Ross Cobb, early
Albuquerque photographers professionally known as The Cobbs. After
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Mr. Cobb's death early in the century the firm was continued by Mrs.
Cobb and her children until ca. 1939.
Papers.
1 file box.
Miscellaneous business and private papers of: (1) Felipe Peralta, a
La Joya retail merchandiser and Socorro county Justice of the Peace in
the latter part of the nineteenth century; (2) Abram Contreras, a
general merchandiser in La Joya, ca. 1900-1922; (3) Emiliano Contreras (Abram's son), postma~ter of Contreras, New'Mexico, in the
late 1930's and early 1940's.
CONTRERAS, EMILIANO.

1888-1952. Papers, ca. 1935-1945.
2 file drawers, 1 file box.
Primarily notes taken in preparation for writing, "New Mexico's Fight
for Statehood, 1895-1912," which appeared in the New Mexico Historical Review from 1939 to 1943 . . . e.g. biographical data on Miguel
Antonio Otero, Herbert Hagerman, Shandon Bernard Rodey and
others, excerpts from newspapers, quotations from documents, correspondence from those involved in the statehood fight answering questions put to them by Dargan (particularly M. A. Otero). Also included
are outlines of courses, tests, essays turned in by students and other
papers pertaining to Dargan's professional duties as a member of the
Department of History at the University of New Mexico. '

DARGAN, MARION,

D'ARMAND, LOUIS, collector. Spanish Language Documents, 1792-1871.
1 folder. (9 documents)
Spanish language documents relating to New Mexico from the Spanish,
Mexican and Territorial periods, 1792-1871-eensuses, letters, petitions,
appointments. Includes: (1) 1792. November. Santa Fe. Census data
for Santa Fe and surroundings, Albuquerque, Paso del Rio del Norte,
Laguna and other selected areas. The breakdown is by men, women,
girls and boys. The number of married persons, widowers, and bachelors is also noted; (2) 1796.17 April. Taos. Census data for the Taos
area. ,Figures are given for 'the number of men, women, boys, girls, male
servants and female~ervants. Also notes the number of Indians, mestizos, 'color quebrado', married persons,' widowers, and bachelors; (3)
1807. ·12 May. Santa Fe. A census of men able to bear arms in the
Province. of New Mexico. Figures are given by Jurisdictions and
divided into four categories-a) mounted men with firearms, b) unmounted men with firearms, c) mounted men without firearms but with
other arms, d) unmounted men without firearms but with other arms;
(4) 1837.31 December. Compania permanente de Santa Fe. Seven
sheets bound as a booklet describing the various offices, posts, etc. held
by the members of the Company; (5) 1841. 2 December. Palacio del
Gobierno General en.Mexico.EI ciudadano Antonio Lopez de Santa Ana
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DAVIES, EDWARD PATRICK, 1880-1930. Papers, 1909-1921.
1 folder.
Correspondence, bills, receipts, invoices, etc., 1909-1921, of E. P. Davies,
Santa Fe lawyer and mayor of that city in 1918.
DILLON, RICHARD CHARLES, 1877-. Papers, 1926-1944.
11 file boxes, 10 linear feet:
Papers of R. C. Dillon primarily relating to his two terms as Governor
of the State of 'New Mexico, 1927-29, 1929-31. (1) Correspondence:
1932 and 1934 election~; (2) Correspondence with various individuals,
1930-1938, e.g. Bronson Cutting, Manuel B. Otero; (3) General correspondence, 1926-1944, and miscellaneous; (4) Political correspondence, 1927-1944; (5) (6) Correspondence relating to requests for
appointment to political offic'e, 1926-1932; (7) Congratulatory messages, invitations, etc.; (8) Information requested from mercantile
establishments by the State Tax Commission of New Mexico, 1930.
(printed forms filled out by mercantile establishments); (9) (10)
Typed copies of addresses and newspaper releases, 1927-1934; (11)
Personal correspondence, 1930-1933, and ten linear feet ~f materials
from Dillon's general office files.

1815-1897. Letter, 1881.
1 sheet.
Photoprint of original letter in the Doolittle Papers in the Wisconsin
Historical Society, Madison, Wisconsin.
Photoprint copy of letter written to Mrs. L. F. S. Foster on 7 March
1881 by Doolittle, U. S. Senator from Wisconsin, 1857-1869. It gives an
unofficial account of his trip through New Mexico in 1865 as a member
of a joint congressional committee appointed, 3 March 1865 "to investigate the condition of the Indian tribes and their treatment by, the civil
and military authorities."
See: New Mexico Historical Review, 26 (1951), 148-158, for a published version of the letter with notes.
DOOLITTLE, JAMES ROOD,

Correspondence, 1920~1922.
1 folder. (14 letters)
Letters exchanged by W. B. Douglass, U. S. Cadastral Engineer, .and
Frank Ortiz, Governor of Acoma, and by Douglass and James H.
Miller, interpreter of Acoma. They relate to the boundaries of the
Acoma grant and to a survey of the grant made by Douglass.

DOUGLASS, WILLIAM BOONE.

FALL, ALBERT BACON, 1861-1944. Papers, 1916-1927.
10 file boxes, 6 volumes.
Boxes 1-3. Correspondence, testiniony, notes, memoranda, etc. relating to the Elk Hills and Teapot Dome oil scandals; primarily letters
from associates, close friends and attorneys-e.g. Levi Cooke, W. A.
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Hawkins, Mark B. Thompson,· Henry A. Wise-:and from individuals
expressing faith in Fall.
Box 4. Personal correspondence, 1921-1927; miscellaneous papers relating to Senate activities,. 1911-1917; papers relating to Fall's Tres
Ritos ·ranch, 1920-1927; correspondence of Mark B. Thompson, Las
Cruces lawyer and Fall's close friend.
Box 5. Papers relating to affairs and conditions in Mexico, 1916-1923:
correspondence, memoranda, reports, etc. Fall, who served in the
U. S. Senate from 1912 to 1921, was assigned to the Committee on
Foreign Relations in' 1918 and served as Chairman of the Senate Subcommittee to Investigate Mexican Affairs.
Boxes 6-8. Papers relating to activities as Secretary of the Interior:
general correspondence, 1921-1923; Honolulu Consolidated Oil Company lease; patronage and favors, etc. Fall was Secretary of the Interior in Barding's cabinet from 5 March 1921 to 4 March 1923 when
he resigned.
Box 9. Clarence C. Chase papers, 1916-1924: Chase was Fall's son-in-law
and was Collector of Customs in EI Paso, Texas, in the early 1920's. The
papers are primarily correspondence both personal and official.
.Box 10. Miscellaneous: newspaper clippings, pamphlets and reports.
In addition to the above papers there are three scrapbooks- of newspaper clippings dealing with the League of Nations fight in Congress,
a scrapbook dealing with the oil scandals and approximately fifty court
transcripts, briefs, etc. relating to the oil cases.
1888-. Manuscripts.
3 file boxes.
.
MSS and galley proof of Chile, and notes, newspaper clippings, photographs, pamphlets, etc. gathered and used in writing books on New
Mexico and the Southwest.

FERGUSSON, ERNA,

1848-1915. Letters, 1910-1911.
1 folder. (55 letters)
Carbon copies of 55 typed letters written by Fergusson, 18 March 191010 November 1911, primarily relating to the New Mexico Constitutional
Convention. They are addressed to Felix Martinez, James D. Whelan,
E. C. de Baca, J. G. Fitch, M. W. McCoy and others. Fergusson, an Albuquerque lawyer, was prominent in politics serving on the Democratic
National Committee, 1896-1904, as a Delegate to Congress, 1897-1898,
and as a Congressman, 1912-1915.

FERGUSSON, HARVEY BUTLER,

FITZPATRICK, GEORGE, 1904-. Scrapbook, ca. 1932.
1 volume.
A scrapbook of newspaper clippings of "Black Jack Ketchum,"·a series
of "nine stories by George Fitzpatrick and Joe Bursey . . . on . . .
Ketchum and his gang of outlaws who terrorized New Mexico and the
Southwest in the late nineties." The series appeared in the New Mexico
State Tribune in 1932.
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Mercantile records, ca. 1910-1947.

18 volumes.
Account books; Cash books, 1939-1944; Day books, 1916-1918; Expense
book, 1910; Journals, 1916-1919; Ledger, 1898-1901; Minute books,
1898-1947; Receipt book, 1921-1922; and inventory sheets of the Floersheim Mercantile Company, wholesalers and retailers of general merchandise located in Springer and Roy, New Mexico. The firm was
established in 1897.
GROSS, KELLY & COMPANY;'INC.

Mercantile Records, ca. 1880-1940.

150 volumes, 51 letter boxes.
General mercantile records, ca. 1880-1940, of Gross, Kelly & Company, ,
Inc." general :wholesalers in New Mexico. Includes general ledgers,
miscellaneous ledgers, sales books, cash books, office, blotter ledgers,
cash and draft registers, journals, cost books, storage ledgers, trial
balance books, annual statement books, letter cases, and accounting
sheets. Additional material is being added from time to time.
HASTINGS, L. B., collector. Photographs, ca. 1878.
1 folder.' (4 photographs)
Four photographs taken in the vicinity of Silver City, New Mexico, ca.
1878. Hasting's father, John I. Hastings, was manager of the Bremen
Silver Mine on Chloride Flat. Each photograph is accompanied by a
detailed, handwritten commentary. Includes a snapshot of Hastings
and his covering letter. ,
HODGIN, CHARLES ELKANAH, 1858-1934. Papers and Miscellanea.
7 file boxes.
Hodgin was associated with the University of New ,Mexico most of his
adult life, serving as its Vice-Pr;esident and as Professor of Education.
These papers relate to the University, education in New Mexico, and
Hodgin's writings. They include manuscripts of addresses and publications by Hodgin; class (grades, attendance, etc.) books, 1887"1924;
University of New Mexico newspapers, photographs, catalogs, yearbooks, etc., ca. 1900; programs of the New Mexico Educational Association; programs, etc. of the Albuquerque Academy; and miscellaneous
, pamphlets and clippings.
HOPEWELL, WILLARD s., 1847-. Papers, ca. 1890-1910.
1 file box:
Miscellaneous papers, ca. 1890-1910, relating to land claims, affairs in
Sierra county, business dealings, and the Santa Fe Electric Telephone
Company. Hopewell was a rancher, prospector and irrigation promoter
in Sierra county and was manager of the Pennsylvania Development
Company for a time.
HUDSPETH, ANDREW HUTCHINS,

1 folder. (8 letters)

1874-. Correspondence, 1902-1918.
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Eight letters written to Hudspeth, 1902-1913, generally political in
nature. Hudspeth, a lawyer in Lincoln county, New Mexico, served in
the' Territorial Legislature, was a member of the Constitutional Convention and a New Mexico Supreme Court Justice. Letters are from
George A. Chamberlain, Summers Burkhart, Arthur Seligman, and
others.
.
ILFELD (CHARLES) COMPANY. Mercantile Records, ca. 1865-1907.
151 volumes, 110 letter boxes.
General mercantile records, ca. 1865-1907, of Charles Ilfeld, general
wholesaler in northern New Mexico. Includes incoming correspondence, outgoing correspondence, cash books, ledgers, petty ledgers, journals, remittances, inventories and miscellaneous advertising materials.
Also included are some miscellaneous records of other New Mexico
establishments---e.g. Rancho Pajarito, foreman's log, 1885; Waddingham Ranch, ledger and journals, 1887-1891, (3 volumes); Marcus
Brunswick, general merchandiser in Las Vegas. and Lincoln, New
Mexico, and agent for Wilson and Fenlon, government contractors in
Leavenworth, Kansas, miscellaneous accounting records, 1880's, (30
volumes) .
See: William J. Parish, "Charles Ilfeld and Mercantile Capitalism in
the Arid Southwest," Business Historical Society Bulletin, 24 (December, 1950),216-217, for a brief discussion of these papers.
INDIAN AFFAIRS PAPERS, 1758-1905.
2 file boxes.
Miscellaneous papers, 1758-1905, primarily relating to land suits involving Pueblo Indians-letters, documents, translations of documents,
court records, petitions, etc.---e:g. 1758, Partition of lands of Jose Trujillo, (document); 1832, Jemez Pueblo, Petition relating to cattle grazing (document); 1874, Navaho Indians vs. Mormons (Arizona); 1899,
Pq.eblos of Santo Domingo and San Felipe vs. the United States.
KIKER, HENRY A. Papers, ca. 1900-1937.
6 file boxes.
Correspondence and papers relating to legal cases, ca. 1900-1937. Kiker
was a lawyer and judge in Raton, New Mexico.
LADD, HORATIO OLIVER, 1839-1932. Papers, 1879-1992.
1 file box.
(1) Correspondence, 1881-1932-includes Als of Grover Cleveland;
(2) Sketch of the Memorial Building, Indian Girls' School, Santa Fe,
designed by Stanford White and A)s of Stanford White; (3) "History
of the University of New Mexico for Our Children," by Mrs. Horatio
Oliver Ladd (nee, Harriet Vaughan Abbott) 25 pages. (typed and
unfinished); (4) "Diary of Horatio Oliver Ladd, 1880-1884"; (5) "Extracts from Autobiography and Diary 'of Dr. Horatio Oliver Ladd relating to his work in New Mexico." 25 pages. (typed); (6) clippings,
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essays, reports, sample forms, photographs, programs and miscellanea
relating to the University of New Mexico at Santa Fe and the Ramona
Industrial School for Indian Girls of 'the Southwest. Ladd, a minister,
founded the University of New Mexico at Santa Fe in 1881 after having come to New Mexico in 1880 to serve as'principal of the Santa Fe
Academy. He is the author of The Story of New Mexico.
See: Frank D. Reeve, "The Old University of New Mexico at Santa Fe,"
New Mexico Historical Review, 8 (July 1933), 201-210.
LADD, .TULIA EIRENE, collector. Photographs, ca. 1890-1940.
2 file boxes.
'
Photographs and pictures of New Mexico, ca. 1890-1940: University
of New Mexico, primarily the old and present libraries; San Miguel
College; Ramona Industrial School for Indian Girls; Horatio O. Ladd
and other members of the Ladd family; and miscellaneous.,
LAZELLE, HENRY MARTYN, 1832-1917. Diary, 1857.
1 volume.
Autograph diary of Henry Martyn Lazelle,2nd Lieutenant, 8th Infantry, written during the 1857 campaign against the Apache Indians
in Southwestern, New Mexico, under the command of Col. Benjamin
L. E. Bonneville. The entries run from 20 April 1857 to 13 June 1857.
See: "Puritan and Apache: a Diary," edited by Frank D. Reeve, New
Mexico Historical Review" 23 (December, 1948), 269-301, and, 24
(J anuary, 1949), 12-53, for a published version with notes.
LOVATO, MIGUEL ANTONIO. Papers, ca. 1835-1840.
1 folder. (7 documents)
Seven Spanish language documents written by or relating to M. A.
Lovato, a resident of Galisteo and Santa Fe. Papers include letters,
petitions, a statement suggesting remedies for certain' conditions in
New Mexico, and a petition relating to Sandia Pueblo.
MCCREIGHT, W. T. Manuscripts and Mementos, ca. 1920-1929.
1 file box.
Clippings and manuscripts of newspaper articles written by McCreight,
ca. 1920-1929, for Albuquerqti"e newspapers; and various mementos
including photographs. McCreight was city editor of the Albuquerque
Evening Citizen and was associated with several New Mexico newspapers during his lifetime.
MCDOWELL, .TAMES o. Business Correspondence, 1904-1937.
1 file box.
Business correspondence of, James O. McDowell, Oil Investments,
Albuquerque, New Mexico, 1904 c1937.
MCGEHEE, MICA.TAH, d.1880. Journal; 1848-1849.
193 folios. Transcript (typewritten). The original journal is in the
hands of the McGehee family, Woodville, Mississippi.
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McGehee, a member of a prominent Mississippi family, tells of his experiences with Fremont's Fourth Expedition. Folios 92-135 deal with
New Mexico. Portions of this journal were published in Century M~gOr
zine, XLI (March, 1891); 771-780.. Included is a foreword by Senator
Clinton P. Anderson.
1803-1862. Report 01 the Inspection of
the Departmental New Mexico in 1853.
34 p~ges. Photoprint of the original in the hands of Col. M. L.
Crimmins.
Pages 10-21 and 63-100 of Colonel Mansfield's 1853 report--includes
descriptions, maps, and drawings of Forts Union, Massachusetts,
Marcy, Defiance, Conrad, Fillmore, and of Cantonment Burgwin and
EI Paso; statement of Indian depredations committed in the valley of
EIPaso from the month of September, 1851, to the month of October,
1853, dra:Wn up by the Hon. Joel L. Ankrim, judge of the District
Court; and a copy of a letter from William' Carr Lane, Governor of
New Mexico, to Col. D. S. Miles, Commanding Officer, Fort Fillmore,
dated 19 March 1853.· Mansfield was U. S. Army Inspector-General
from 1853 to 1861.
MANSFIELD, JOSEPH KING FENNO,

MARTINElZ, JOSE, collector. Spanish Language documents, 1769-1845.
1 folder. (9 documents)
Nine. Spanish language manuscripts from the Spanish and Mexican
periods in New Mexic()--'-testimonios, testigos, escrituras, and other
legal papers primarily relating to civil suits.
MIDDLE RIO GRANDE VALLEY ASSOCIATION. Miscellaneous Records, 1922.
1 folder.
Miscellaneous papers concerning the Middle Rio Grande Valley Association. These papers relate primarily to the formation of the Association
and to actions proposed in regard to the·McNary Bill.
MILLER,RUTH. Papers, ca. 1918-1935.
1 file box, 1 folder.
.
Papers, ca. 1918-1935, of Mrs. Miller who was Director of Vocational
Education in New Mexico-personal correspondence and papers; official correspondence; pamphlets, questionnaires, responses to a questionnaire sent to the Director of Vocational Education in each state,
forms, outlines of courses, etc. relating to vocational education, particularly home economics.
NEW MEXICO (TER.) Territorial Archives; ca. 1848-1912.
209 file boxes, 35 volumes.
Selected records of· the government of the Territory of New Mexico,
ca.' 1848-1912. Inc~udes: Governor, correspondence, 1898-1909, 6 file
boxes; Governor, pardon papers, 1897-1911, 7 file boxes; Secretary,
letter-press books, 1905~1910, 12 volumes; Secretary, accounts current,
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1869-1872; 1893-i912, 7 file boxes; Legislative- Assembly papers, 18511909,45 file boxes; Adjutant General,.correspondence, 1897-1911, 5 file
boxes; Attorney General, correspondence, 1906-1910,4 file boxes; Auditor of Public Accounts, papers, 18-48-1900, 60 file boxes; Eighth census,
1860, 10 volumes; Ninth census, 1870, 12 _volumes; Semi-decennial
census, 1885, 6 volumes; appointments; pardon papers; oaths of office;
and correspondence and/or papers of the following offices-Commissioner of Public Lands, Engineer, Game and Fish Warden, Librarian,
Treasurer, Superintendent of Insurance, Board of Equalization, Bureau of Immigration, Mounted Police, Commission on Irrigation, and
Inspector of Cattle,
NEW MEXICO.

County Archives.

260 file boxes, 163 letter boxes, 793 volumes, 500 linear feet of unbound
materials.
Selected records of counties of the Territory and State of New Mexico,
ca. 1860-1930. The following counties are well represented at presentBernalillo, Colfax, Dona Ana, Eddy, Grant, Mora, San Miguel, Santa
Fe, Socorro and Valencia. These records include tax schedules, assessment rolls, registers of deeds and mortgages, poll books, marriage
licenses, notorial records, correspondence, district court records, reports
of various officials (e.g. Superintendent of Schools), journals, ledgers,
warrants, vouchers, inventories, petitions, sheriff's dockets, etc.
See: Historical Records Sur~ey, New Mexico, Inventory of the County
Archives of New Mexico. [in several volumes] This is not an index to
the county archives in the University Library but-is useful as a general
guide for anyone using the materials.
NEW MEXICO.

State Archives, ca. 1912-1935.

63 file boxes, 18 volumes.
Selected records of the government of the state fo New Mexico, ca.
1912-1935. Includes: Secretary of State, general correspondence, 19121936, 8 file boxes; Secretary of State, letter-pr~ss books, 1913-1918, 17
volumes; Papers of the Legislature, 1912-1934, 21 filing boxes; mortgage records; executive appointments; oaths of office; proclamations;
extradition papers; pardon papers; and_ general correspondence.
NEW MEXICO. CORONADO CUARTO CENTENNIAL COMMISSION.

Records,

1935-1940.

1 file box.
Programs, ·legislative bills, magazines, annual reports, etc., 1935-1940,
relating to the Coronado Cuarto Centennial, 1940.

collector. New Mexico Archives
Collection.
684 volumes.
A collection of bound photoprint copies of selected documents from
various repositories throughout the world. (See below) The documents
NEW MEXICO. UNIVERSITY. LIBRARY,
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relate to the Southwest, particularly New Mexico, ca. 1600-1875, and
are also useful for the study of Mexico.
Narne of repository

Volumes

Mexico. Archivo general de la nadon.
Santa Fe, N. M. Museum of New Mexico."
84
Twitchell II documents.·
Spain. Archivo general de Indias. Seville.
Mexico. Biblioteca Nacional, Mexico.
Mexico. Museo Nacional.
Catholic Church. Congregatio de
Propaganda Fide.
Other. (private collections)
Totals

195

Tomos or legajos'
represented

236'

238
204
39
2
4
2
684

340·
22
24
8

630

1. These figures are misleading unless it is understood that reference is not made to
an entire tomo or legajo-in some cases a tomo or legajo is represented by only one

document.
2. Archives kept in New Mexico in the Spanish, -Mexican a~d Territorial periods.
Some of the originals were transferred at the beginning of the present century to the
Library of Congress where they remained for a number of years. They are now iIi the
Museum of New Mexico in Santa Fe.
3. Documents described by Ralph Emerson Twitchell in his Spanish Archives of
New Mexico, Vol. II (Cedar Rapids, Iowa: The Torch Press, 1914). Twitchell described
3097 documents; photoprints of 3057 of these are'in the Collection.
4. Primarily from the Californias, Historia, Inquisicion and Provincias Internas
sections.
5. Primarily from the Audiencia de Mexico and Audiencia de Guadalajara sections.
NEW MEXICO. UNIVERSITY. LIBRARY, collector. Photoprints.
3 linear feet.
Photoprints of selected documents housed in' various repositories
throughout the world-IJrimarily the Archivo general de la nacion,
Mexico, and the Archivo general de Indias, Seville. The documents
relate to the Southwest, particularly New Mexico and are also useful
for the study of Mexico.
NEW MEXICO. UNIVERSITY. LffiRARY, collector. Transcripts.
4 linear feet.
Transcripts of selected documents housed in various repositories
throughout the world. Similar in scope to Photoprints.
NEW MEXICO. U~IVmSITY. LIBRARY, collector. Translations.
1:1;i linear feet..
Translations' of selected documents housed in various repositories
throughout the world. Similar in scope to Photoprints.
NElW MEXICO CONGREGATIONAL ASSOCIATION. Records, ca. 1886-1924.
1 folder.
Programs of annual meetings of the New Mexico Congregational Asso-
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ciation, ca. 1886-1924; reports on mission work; directories, annuals
and manuals of the First Congregational Church, Albuquerque.
NEW MEXICO DEMOCRATIC STATEl CENTRAL COMMITTEE. Papers, 1894-1920.
3 file boxes, 2 letter boxes.
Box 1. Correspondence, 1894, 1916-1917; Box 2. Correspondence, 1918;
Box 3. Correspondence, 1918, 1920; Box 4. Newspaper clippings; Box 5.
Miscellaneous (primarily lists of enlisted men, World War I) .
0,)"0 DEL ESPIRITU SANTO COMPANY. Papers, ca. 1910-1980.
3 file boxes.
Correspondence, leases, reports, legal proceedings, etc. of the Ojo del
Espiritu Santo CompanY,.a firm founded to exploit the various resources of the Ojo del Espirit~ Santo grant.
OTERO, MIGUEL ANTONIO, 1859-1944. Otero Collection.
465 printed volumes.
Papers, ca. 1890-1935. 43 volumes, 14 ·letter boxes, 8 envelopes, 2 file
boxes.
Papers of M. A. Otero, ca. 1890-1935, including items preserved by
Otero but not directly associated with his public life as well·· as materials relating to his terms as Governor of the Territory of New
Mexico, 1897-1907, and to his other political activities. Includes: Letters
sent, 1897-1907 (25 volumes); Letters received, 1897-1938 (12 letter
boxes); Letters from Bronson Cutting (1 letter box); Expense Account Executive Office, 1897-1905; Executive Ticklers, 1900-1901, 19031905; Assessment books, Santa Ana county, 1870, 1871; manuscripts of
My Life on the Frontier, other published works, and speeches; six
scrapbooks; five photograph albums; three notebooks; mementos of the
·1924 Democratic National Convention; photoprints of maps; and
French language documents, ca. 1798-1871.
PATTEN, OTIS. Papers, ca. 1864-1880.
1 file box, 1 folder, 7 volumes.
Public and private papers, ca. 1864-1880, of Otis Patten, Superintendent of the Arkansas Institute for the Education of the Blind.
Includes correspondence, letter books, annual reports of the Institute,
and scrapbooks;
PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM OF THE INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRIAL EXPOSITION
HELD IN ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, IN 1908.

1 volume.
Contains photographs of individuals, exhibits, meetings, buildings, etc.
PHOTOGRAPHS.OF OFFICIALS OF THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO, ca. 1910-1925.
,
1 box.
Miscellaneous photographs of persons holding state offices iIi New
Mexico, ca. 1910-1925.

(To be continued)

Book Reviews
Ten Texas Feuds. By C. L. Sonnichsen. Albuquerque, New
Mexico: University of New Mexico Press, 1958. Pp. 248.
$5.00.

Feuds and feuding have been a part of society since the
dawn of time, beginning with the biblical record of human
waywardness and continuing through the ages to the latest
news accounts of teenage violence. The tendency to correct
intolerable conditions and grievances by extra-legal means
appears to be basic in human history, and, regardless of the
justice of existing protective agencies, revenge is looked upon
as a duty and a point of honor between conflicting parties.
Feuding is neither a characteristic nor a privilege of any
particular racial or national group. Evidence of it is found
in the historical literature of all nations, regardless of the
levels attained through culture and civilization: Since it is
not confined to certain individuals or groups, it may be found
in all geographical environments-mountain to plainwherever law and order is defied, absent or suspended, and
man prefers to survive.
Dr. C. L. Sonnichsen, author of Ten Texas Feuds, writes
in the Prologue, "You won't find a better laboratory for the
study of feuds than the State of Texas," and then, skilled
technician that he is, expertly /reveals the patterns of a
segment of society at its best and worst as it deals out folk
justice. At times the clinical detail-names, places, and contingent incidents--:-compound and confuse the basic issues of
the feuds, but this is understandable in light of their complexity and the length of time over which they extend. In the
case of the "War of the Regulators and the Moderators," the
first and worst of the Texas feuds, the violence lasted nearly
a half-century, while "The EI Paso Salt War," bitter and
bloody, culminated in a half-dozen years. For the reviewer,
"A Feud for Miss Sue Pinckney," proved the most compelling vendetta. On the surface it mirrors much charm, gen252
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tleness, grace, and naivete of the late Victorian period;
however, the rhythm of repeated tragedy produced undertones which carry the subtle terror of the Gothic novel. Miss
Sue, in the words of the author; was "as much 'a victim of
the feuding spirit as if she had fallen in the 'Courthouse
Tragedy' with a bullet in her heart."
Ten Texas Feuds adds new names to the long list of violent men in the West--they appear more virile, sincere, and
colorful than·the much exploited killers. Now perpetuated
these lucky individuals will escape the damnation or deification of their less fortunate but better known brethren who,
at the hands of those who will write, still ride forth.
The book is beautifully designed and is a credit to the
author and publisher. Fully footnoted and adequately indexed, only illustrations (photographs, if possible, of some
of the participants) could have added to the reader's
interest.
University of Arkansas

CLIFFORD

P. WESTERMEIER

Richard Wetherill: Anas~zi. By Frank McNitt. Albuqq.erque,
New Mexico: University of New Mexico Press, 1957. Pp.
xii, 321. Six appendices. Bibliography. Index. $10.00.
From the threads of facts, hearsay, and postulation
Frank McNitt has woven the fabric of a very readable story
about an almost legendary character in Southwestern Archaeology. The facts were garnered by meticulous reading of
the correspondence of the Hyde Exploring Expedition and
numerous other letters, searching through all available pertinent field notes, reading archaeological reports, studying
the files of the Indian Service in the National Archives, examining court r~cords, going through the files of local newspapers, and interviewing people who had been closely
associated with the principal character and his activities.
The hearsay was derived from many sources, some reliable,
others questionable, and required careful sifting to separate
truth from fiction, half-truth from slander. The postulation
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is that of the author when he suggests the thoughts that
passed through the minds of various individuals, on numerousoccasions, their reactions to different situations, the
words they spoke, and reconstructs the trend of unrecorded
events.
Richard Wetherill is probably best known for his part in
the'discovery of the Mesa Verde and the digging which he
and his brothers did there. Subsequent activities in Grand
Gulch, Utah, Tsegi Canyon, Arizona, .and Chaco Canyon,
. New Mexico, probably were more significant but they did
not catch the public fancy the way the finding of the great
cliff houses in southern Colorado did. The Grand Gulch work
resulted in the discovery and recogllition of the Basket
Makers and the preliminary investigations in the Chaco
Canyon led to the series of excavations in Pueblo Bonito and
Pueblo Penasco Blanco by the Hyde Exploring Expedition
with George H. Pepper as field director. Thus was started an
interest in the Canyon which reached its peak in the activities
of the School of American Research, The National Geographic Society, and the University of New Mexico long after
Wetherill and the Hyde Exploring Expedition had passed
from the scene.
The organization, experiences, and results of the various
field parties is discussed in detail by Mr. McNitt. He also
gives considerable information about the Hyde Exploring
'Expedition,and its many ramifications. Because of the longer
time spent there, and the fact that Wetherill not only attempted to homestead the area but also established a trading
post near Pueblo Bonito, the Chaco Canyon receives more
attention than the other localities where he operated. In that
connection an interesting historical and archaeological background is presented for the Chaco Canyon. It summarizes
the results of all of the parties which have excavated there
and includes much knowledge unknown to the Hydes and
Wetherill. However, their contributions are duly noted. The
material is well presented and should be helpful to those desiring to know about the archaeology without having to plow
through long, and not always available, technical reports.
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Speeialists may not agree with all that is said, but actually
there is little in that chapter with which to find fault.
Wetherill's troubles with the Indian Service and the General
Land Office as a result of the Bonito project are given full
consideration.
The personal side of the story begins with the coming of
the first Wetherills to the Amer:ican Colonies, and from the
birth of Richard's father follows that branch of the family
in the series of moves that ultimately led to the Mancos Valley and the Alamo Ranch in southwestern Colorado. The
trials, vicissitudes, and pleasures of life on the ranch are described,and some of the difficulties Richard had with neighboring ranchers and local authorities are discussed at some
length. Menti()n is made of numerous visitors to the ranch,
including the family of itinerant musicians whose oldest
daughter, Marietta, 'was later to become Richard's wife. The
courtship and marriage of the couple and their following
family life are touching parts of the story. The tragic death
of Richard, Marietta's anguish and subsequent tribulations
make affecting reading.
The murder of Wetherill by a Navaho Indian and all of
the ramifications of the attendant investigations and legal
proceedings are thoroughly covered, and it is evident that
Mr. McNitt spared no efforts in obtaining as complete information as possible on that much debated and generally misunderstood sequence of events. The material presented casts
considerable doubt on the integrity of some of the principal
characters and removes much' of the stigma that was attached to Wetherill's name.
'
The appendices consist of short articles pertaining to
some of the Wetherill discoveries, letters written by Richard
Wetherill, and a discussion of Chaco burials by Mr. McNitt.
The latter is a useful contribution in that it brings together
and summarizes all of the available data on that subject.
However, the question of where most,of the Chaco Canyon
dead were buried still remains unanswered.
Mr. McNitt's purpose in writing the book on Richard
Wetherili was to make available as true an account as pos-
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sible about the man who played so great a part in attracting
attention to and stimulating work in Southwestern ,Archaeology. He has done well inthat respect and there certainly will
be a better understanding of the man than heretofore.
Bureau-of American Ethnology

FRANK

H. H. ROBERTS, JR.

ERRATA
Vol. 33, no. 2, p. 140-should read: wire fencing was not
economically . . .

